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ABSTRACT

LEGISLATING “MILITARY ENTITLEMENTS”: A CHALLENGE TO THE
CONGRESSIONAL ABDICATION THESIS
Alexis Lasselle Ross, Ph.D
George Mason University, 2015
Dissertation Director: Dr. James P. Pfiffner

The field of Congress and national security, with few exceptions, describes
Congress in the post-World War II era as a secondary player in the development of
defense policy. In fact, some scholars argue that Congress’ approach at times is
characterized by deference, ambivalence, and even abdication. However, this dissertation
argues that by failing to recognize some of the most influential forms of actual
congressional power, scholars do not have a comprehensive understanding of the
legislative branch’s participation in defense policymaking. In fact, in some areas of
defense policy, such as military personnel policy, Congress actually leads.
The dissertation uses a case study on TRICARE-for-Life (TFL) to answer the research
question: How have Congress' disagreements with the executive on TFL and subsequent
legislative mandates affected broader defense policies and budgets, and what does the
case indicate about Congress' role in defense policymaking? The dissertation concludes

xii

that the legislative branch does not defer to the executive in military personnel
policymaking. Instead, it commands. Congress exercises its power in three noteworthy
ways. First, it takes direct action to pursue its policy agenda, often over the objections of
DOD and the executive. Second, it liberally uses its lawmaking authority to put in statute
detailed policies, including military entitlements, thereby achieving and maintaining its
desired policies. Third, congressionally mandated military personnel policies, and
especially compensation, often result in budgetary implications that alter broader defense
policy. Collectively, these three actions and their implications—some intentional and
some inadvertent and indirect—are important elements of actual congressional power.
Although the congressional action in question occurs in military personnel policy, the
spillover effects are significant for national security in general. Current scholarship
overlooks such activity, causing the field to underappreciate the legislative branch’s
influence.
Many DOD officials and analysts have called for reform of military pay and
benefits because the significant growth in cost per service member makes compensating
the force less affordable, which presents concerns for future military capabilities.
Because the legislature leads in military compensation and because military entitlements
cannot be altered without amending the underlying program law, Congress has and will
continue to play an important part in this public policy area. This dissertation prepares
practitioners for ongoing attempts to reform military compensation by offering critical
information about Congress’ involvement in military compensation.

xiii

I. INTRODUCTION

This dissertation seeks to contribute new knowledge to the field of Congress and
national security. The literature, with few exceptions, describes Congress in the postWorld War II (WWII) era as a secondary player in the development of defense policy. In
fact, some scholars argue that Congress’ approach at times is characterized by deference,
ambivalence, and even abdication. However, this dissertation argues that by failing to
recognize some of the most influential forms of actual congressional power, scholars do
not have a comprehensive understanding of the legislative branch’s participation in
defense policymaking. In fact, in some areas of defense policy, such as military personnel
policy, Congress actually leads.
In the 2000s, Congress passed several laws to expand military pay and benefits,
including TRICARE-for-Life, a policy that requires the Department of Defense to
provide supplemental healthcare coverage to Medicare-eligible military retirees. Such
policy changes have contributed to significant growth in military personnel costs per
troop. If left unchecked, this cost growth could induce one of three outcomes. One
possibility is that the overall defense budget could expand to accommodate increasing
costs, which is unlikely in the current era of fiscal austerity. Alternatively, if the defense
budget and the size of the military remain constant while compensation costs continue
their current budget trajectory, the military personnel budget accounts could consume the
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entire defense budget in the next twenty-five years.1 This scenario is also unlikely. A
third possibility is that policymakers could be forced to decrease manpower levels to
accommodate compensation costs, which could consequently reduce US military
capabilities. Evidence suggests this third scenario is already occurring.2
When presented with such impracticable or perilous options, why not simply
reduce spending on military pay and benefits? The growing costs of military personnel
have been debated recently, with many calling for reform. In fact, concerned senior
officials in the executive branch have characterized previously sacrosanct military pay
and benefits as unsustainable. These officials have attempted to work with Congress to
control compensation costs. However, Congress often rejects the president’s proposals, as
its members generally consider the current costs a necessary expense to support an allvolunteer military.
This dissertation does not attempt to solve the costly and increasingly debated
issue of military compensation or prescribe the “right” level of pay and benefits for
troops who have sacrificed a great deal, particularly over the last decade. Rather, it
examines a crucial element of how military compensation policy is made: Congress’
1

Todd Harrison, “Rebalancing Military Compensation: An Evidence Based Approach”
(Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2012), i. Harrison
predicts this scenario could occur by the year 2039. This projection assumes that the
budget trajectory continues its current course and the DOD budget remains flat with
inflation.
2
Military Compensation and Retirement Modernization Commission, “Interim Report”
(Arlington, VA, June 2014), 18, 21–22,
http://www.mcrmc.gov/public/docs/reports/MCRMC-Interim-Report-Final-HIRESL.pdf; Bipartisan Policy Center, “Rapid Growth in U.S. Military Personnel Costs Driven
by Pay and Benefit Increases” (Washington, D.C., July 2014),
http://bipartisanpolicy.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/default/files/2014-0725%20AEI%20BPC%20Military%20Personnel%20Cost%20Growth_format.pdf.
2

involvement. In doing so, this dissertation illuminates the reasons why it is so difficult to
restrict military compensation and curtail the growth in its expenditures.
The dissertation will present evidence that demonstrates how Congress influences
national security policymaking by legislating unplanned and unrequested structural
policies. Despite Congress’ decisions on these important policies and their strategic
implications, there is minimal scholarship on the legislative branch’s involvement in
military personnel compensation. Most scholars who study the balance of power between
Congress and the executive in national security policymaking assert that the president
commands while Congress most often yields. Although Congress has attempted to take a
more active role since the 1970s, legislators’ increased involvement is usually through
means that are “indirect” (e.g. hearings, speeches) rather than “direct” (i.e. substantive
legislation) and is generally limited to “structural” policy involving domestic
stakeholders and parochial distribution of resources (e.g. earmarks for weapons systems,
opposition to base closures).3 Academia, therefore, regards Congress as a secondary
player.
However, current scholarship typically focuses on the use of force, which is only
a fraction of defense policy. Furthermore, when structural policy is considered, the
literature appears to focus mostly on weapons acquisition, neglecting other subsets of
structural policy like military compensation. The literature’s conclusion that Congress
relies mostly on indirect, rather than direct, methods to shape national security policy

3

As opposed to “strategic” policy, which involves designing and equipping the military
to meet future national security demands, or “crisis” policy relating to emerging threats
and the use of force.
3

does not take into account Congress’ use of laws to require particular military pay levels
or benefits. These laws are arguably analogous to entitlements, a concept also not present
in the literature.
This dissertation argues that Congress does indeed assert its policy agenda when it
passes legislation on military compensation and that these entitlements have important
implications. The dissertation uses a case study on TRICARE-for-Life (TFL) to answer
the research question: How have Congress' disagreements with the executive on TFL and
subsequent legislative mandates affected broader defense policies and budgets, and what
does the case indicate about Congress' role in defense policymaking? The dissertation
finds that Congress exercises its power in three important ways. First, it took direct action
to create and in later years protect TRICARE-for-Life, often over the executive’s
objections. Second, Congress designed TRICARE-for-Life as a “military entitlement,”
which obligates the government to provide and fund this benefit indefinitely. Because
entitlements are fixed in statute, Congress is the only government body capable of
altering their course. When Congress legislates, especially military entitlements or
prescriptive laws, it transfers control of a policy from the executive to the legislative
branch. Third, by mandating a quasi-permanent benefit with open-ended mandatory
spending, Congress contributed to the growth in military personnel costs during the
2000s that have necessitated trade-offs within the defense budget. Collectively, these
three actions and their implications—some intentional and some inadvertent and
indirect—are important elements of actual congressional power. Although the
congressional action in question occurs in military personnel policy, the spillover effects
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are significant for national security in general. Current scholarship overlooks such
activity, causing the field to underappreciate the legislative branch’s influence.
The dissertation begins with a review of the scholarship on Congress and national
security, including Lindsay and Ripley’s work on the different types of defense policies
and methods of congressional involvement in chapter two.4 The concepts of structural,
strategic, and crisis policies as well as indirect and direct congressional methods of action
inform the dissertation’s analysis of legislative activity. The chapter additionally expands
on the gaps in the literature that are noted above, which this research seeks to address.
Chapter two also includes a review of the literature on military compensation policies. It
explains the objective and types of military pay and benefits and summarizes the
literature on the effectiveness of the different types, which is applicable in evaluating
congressionally mandated compensation. Finally, it presents a summary of how scholars
usually define entitlements and describe their characteristics, particularly their budgetary
implications. This is useful for comparing TRICARE-for-Life to an entitlement and
developing a definition of “military entitlements.”
Chapter three offers the necessary background to familiarize the reader with the
healthcare benefit provided in the military system. It also explains the health care
available to Medicare-eligible retirees prior to TRICARE-for-Life, which gives the reader
an overview of the policy problem TRICARE-for-Life was designed to fix. It also notes
military retirees’ claim to free, lifetime health care and the political pressure that
4

James M. Lindsay and Randall B. Ripley, “How Congress Influences Foreign and
Defense Policy,” in Congress Resurgent: Foreign and Defense Policy on Capitol Hill, ed.
Randall B. Ripley and James M. Lindsay (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
1993), 17–35.
5

lawmakers faced to honor this perceived promise. Finally, chapter three gives a brief
recount of the expansion of military compensation in the 2000s, including Congress’ role
in it, its strategic implications, and the policy dilemma it presents decision-makers today.
This is important context for understanding the implications of congressional action on
TFL.
The research design is explained in chapter four. The dissertation uses qualitative
methods to answer the primary research question stated above. Specifically, the
dissertation uses the case study approach to examine the inter-branch policymaking
dynamic during the creation and protection of TRICARE-for-Life, as well as TFL’s
policy implications. The main method of analysis was document analysis, which involved
the collection and study of a variety of historical legislative and executive branch
documents related to the TRICARE-for-Life legislation, the two branches’ positions on
the policy, and the effects of the benefit. To supplement the document analysis, limited
semi-structured interviews were conducted with participants from Congress, DOD, and
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) who had first-hand knowledge of the
TRICARE-for-Life case.
The results of the research are presented in chapters five, six, and seven. Chapter
five reports how Congress advanced its policy agenda in creating and later protecting the
TRICARE-for-Life policy over the objections of the executive. In one year, the benefit
progressed from temporary pilot programs, to a limited commitment, and eventually to an
open-ended entitlement. As the legislative cycle advanced, each branch’s position, as
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well as its actions and responses to the other, intensified. It was the legislative branch, not
the executive, that ultimately dictated the pace and form of this important policy change.
When Congress quickly mandated a permanent benefit despite the executive
branch’s concerns that the program was premature and costly, it gambled on an untested
and expensive policy that is extraordinarily difficult to revise due to its traits as an
entitlement. Chapter six details the implications of this decision. Of the more notable
implications, TRICARE-for-Life yields a low return on investment due to its high costs
and overall small effect on achieving manpower goals. TRICARE-for-Life belongs to the
category of least effective compensation tools for increasing the supply of manpower.
Traditionally, noncash, deferred benefits have limited utility in retaining troops during
the first half of their careers and a very small effect on attracting new recruits.
Furthermore, troops do not value the TRICARE-for-Life benefit commensurate with the
amount of funding required to provide it. The program has cost over $10 billion in
mandatory spending in some years, yet only 17 percent of the force will reach retirement
and qualify for it.
These costs contribute to the sizable growth in military personnel accounts over
the last fifteen years. Of course, the entire defense budget has experienced cost growth
since 2000. What makes the increase in military compensation accounts alarming is the
rapid increase in the cost per service member. Because the size of the force has decreased
slightly yet the cost to compensate service members has grown by roughly half, military
forces are less affordable, posing a policy dilemma in which military capabilities are
forfeited to accommodate costs.

7

These strategic implications are further pronounced because TRICARE-for-Life is
a military entitlement. In other words, it is a statutory obligation that the government
disburses a future benefit to any military retiree that meets the eligibility requirements.
Military entitlements are previous claims on government resources and must be satisfied
before all other claims can be fulfilled. Hence, there are opportunity costs associated with
congressionally mandated military entitlements as well as other entrenched pay and
benefits that this dissertation calls “quasi-entitlements.” Because entitlements are fixed in
law, the president is powerless to change them. The legislature is the only body capable
of adjusting entitlements, but with their political sensitivity, Congress’ freedom to act is
somewhat limited. The many strategic implications of the TRICARE-for-Life legislation
demonstrate the real but underappreciated effect of congressional influence in defense
policymaking.
Chapter seven builds on the findings in chapters five and six as well as additional
interview data to formulate conclusions about Congress’ role in military personnel
policymaking. The dissertation concludes that, at least in this particular area of defense
policymaking, the legislative branch does not defer, abdicate, or act ambivalent, as some
scholars argue. Instead, it commands. Congress exercises its power in three noteworthy
ways. First, it takes direct action to pursue its policy agenda, often over the objections of
DOD and the executive. Second, it liberally uses its lawmaking authority to put in statute
detailed policies, including military entitlements, thereby achieving its desired policies,
ensuring the longevity of those policies, and acting as the gatekeeper for future changes.
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Third, congressionally mandated military personnel policies, and especially
compensation, often result in budgetary implications that alter broader defense policy.
Additionally chapter seven offers several observations about the nature of
Congress’ involvement in military personnel policymaking. First, it clarifies that while
the case of TRICARE-for-Life is replete with conflict between the branches, on average,
inter-branch relations are both adversarial and collaborative. Many interview respondents
emphasized the respectful and productive relationship of the congressional defense
committees and DOD. When contributing to the field, this dissertation seeks to accurately
portray the nuances of the executive-legislative relationship.
A second observation is that there are distinctions within the direct methods of
congressional action that are overlooked in the literature. This research shows there are
two pillars of direct action: initiating policy and prohibiting it, both of which can be
powerful methods of congressional action. This gives proper importance to the legislative
branch’s actions to prohibit policy, which it does when it legislates bans on executive
branch activity and when it denies, even silently, the president’s budget requests and
legislative proposals. Most important, this dissertation develops a new concept called
“military entitlements” that is arguably the most powerful form of direct action because
of its enduring implications.
Finally, chapter seven also provides insights into the nature of legislators’
involvement in military personnel policy. Members of Congress typically are interested
in high-profile social issues that capture national attention or distributive policies
pertaining to compensation that affect their constituents. Additionally, their perspective
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and approach differs from the executive branch. Because of its institutional traits,
Congress usually operates incrementally, with a near-term focus and a limited scope,
making comprehensive policy reform difficult.
In closing, many analysts and DOD officials have called for reform of military
pay and benefits because of the policy dilemma described at the opening of this chapter.
Yet, as will be explained throughout this dissertation, the nature of military entitlements
makes them resistant to change. Persuading Congress to reduce or retract military
benefits has proven difficult. Nonetheless, since the legislature leads in military
compensation and because military entitlements cannot be altered without amending the
underlying program law, Congress has and will continue to play an important part in this
public policy area.
This dissertation contributes to public policy by preparing practitioners for
ongoing attempts to reform military compensation, a congressionally driven policy area.
To aid policymakers outside the legislative branch in their collaboration with Congress,
this dissertation presents critical information about Congress’ methods of making policy
and style of interaction with the executive.

10

II. INSIGHTS FROM PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP

This chapter highlights the existing scholarship directly relevant to the
dissertation’s research. The dissertation studies the struggle for power between the
legislative and executive branches in defense policymaking. It examines how Congress
and the executive interacted on the TRICARE-for-Life policy since its establishment in
2000 and evaluates the effects of congressional action on TFL on broader defense
budgets and policies. Accordingly, the literature on Congress and national security,
military personnel compensation, and entitlements informs this research.
This chapter summarizes the scholarship on the struggle for power in national
security and identifies the gaps in the literature that have led to a limited interpretation of
Congress’ relative influence. Congress is particularly active in military personnel policy
and frequently legislates substantive policy changes. By not analyzing this area of
defense policy, the field omits some of the strongest evidence of congressional influence
in national security policymaking. This dissertation aids in developing a more nuanced
and complete understanding of congressional power through its research on congressional
assertiveness within military compensation policy and forms of direct congressional
action, namely military entitlements and prohibiting action, not present in the literature.
The chapter also reviews current research relating to military compensation
policies, including the purpose of military pay and benefits, the various forms of
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compensation, and the effectiveness of the different compensation types in meeting the
military’s manpower objectives. This material is useful in identifying TRICARE-for-Life
as a deferred, noncash benefit and assessing the policy’s usefulness for recruiting and
retention. Finally, the chapter presents the literature on entitlements, a concept not
included in the field of Congress and national security but, nonetheless, critically
important to the subject of congressionally mandated military pay and benefits. The
chapter conveys the literature’s basic definition of a conventional entitlement, describes
the defining and traditional characteristics of entitlements, and summarizes recent
theories on how entitlements operate and their spending patterns. This dissertation offers
the Congress and national security field a new concept, “military entitlements,” which
borrows heavily from the scholarship on entitlements presented below.
Congress and National Security
The general academic consensus in the field of Congress and national security is
that Congress does not exercise its full constitutional authorities relating to national
security and often defers to the president on strategic defense issues. However, there are
several gaps within this literature. With regard to the literature on Congress’ activity
within each type of defense policy, the field does not consider Congress’ role in military
personnel policymaking. Congress’ actions to expand military compensation are an
important example of a structural policy with strategic implications. Additionally, when
scholars describe the methods the legislative branch uses, they do not fully account for
some of the more powerful congressional methods of action like “military entitlements”
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and prohibitions of policy. Consequently, the literature misses important aspects of actual
congressional power. This dissertation will help close these gaps.
The following sections summarize the scholarship on the legislative branch’s
level of influence in defense policymaking. The general academic consensus is that
Congress has ceded a great deal of influence in defense policymaking to the president in
the post-WWII era. Of course, legislators’ participation in national security policymaking
is highly nuanced and varies by time period, method of action, and type of defense
policy. The following sections elaborate on these three factors. The sections on the three
categories of defense policy (crisis, strategic, and structural) and the two methods of
action (direct and indirect) define these concepts and explain the relative power of the
president and Congress in each category. The dissertation used this framework of
methods of action and types of defense policy to organize the research design.
Congress’ Fluctuating, Yet Diminished Level of Involvement
Scholars generally agree that Congress’ degree of influence in national security
policymaking has varied throughout history, but since WWII it has diminished to a level
far below the president’s. Much of the literature that interprets the national security
authorities within the Constitution asserts that the Framers allocated more powers to
Congress than the president.5 However, following WWII, the legislative branch’s level of

5

Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr., The Imperial Presidency, Popular Library Edition (New
York: The Atlantic Monthly Company by arrangement with Houghton Mifflin Company,
1974), 15; James M. Lindsay, “Deference and Defiance: The Shifting Rhythms of
Executive-Legislative Relations in Foreign Policy,” Presidential Studies Quarterly 33,
no. 3 (September 2003): 531; Louis Fisher, Presidential War Power, 2 rev. (Lawrence:
The University Press of Kansas, 2004); David S. Friedman, “Waging War against Checks
13

participation in national security policymaking lessened. Scholars tend to attribute
Congress’ diminution, in most part, to presidential initiative and congressional inaction.
Several changing conditions including advanced technologies and the hastened pace of
events contributed to the centralization of power in the executive. Beyond these
conditions, however, it is widely recognized that the strong presidential prerogative
became excessive.6 Simultaneously, legislators further eroded their position of power
through passive capitulation and direct actions. The latter includes relinquishing spending
and war powers to the president, repeatedly authorizing growth in the permanent military,
and legislating significant increases in the power of the military and civilian defense
establishment.7

and Balances - The Claim of an Unlimited Presidential War Power,” St. John’s Law
Review 57, no. 2 (Winter 1983): 216–18; Paul E. Peterson, “The International System and
Foreign Policy,” in The President, the Congress, and the Making of Foreign Policy, ed.
Paul E. Peterson (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994), 7; Louis Fisher,
Congressional Abdication on War and Spending (College Station: Texas A&M
University Press, 2000); James P. Pfiffner, “Chapter 4: The American Constitution,” in
Power Play: The Bush Presidency and the Constitution (Washington, D.C.: Brookings
Institution Press, 2008).
6
Schlesinger, The Imperial Presidency; Samuel P. Huntington, The Common Defense:
Strategic Programs in National Politics (New York: Columbia University Press, 1969);
Friedman, “Waging War against Checks and Balances - The Claim of an Unlimited
Presidential War Power”; James P. Pfiffner, Power Play: The Bush Presidency and the
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Many scholars believe there was a resurgence of congressional participation in the
1970s prompted by the Vietnam War and the Watergate scandal and facilitated by
changes in the resources and organization of Congress. This predominant school of
thought acknowledges that Congress’ power remains eroded but contends that
congressional actors are now less deferential to the executive. Changes in the 1970s to
congressional structure, procedure, and staffing increased legislators’ ability to perform
robust analysis and oversight.8 The growth in frequency and intensity of congressional
activity can be seen in such empirical evidence as numbers of hearings, alterations to
line-items in presidents’ budget requests, and executive branch reporting requirements,
among other things.9
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While some recognize the importance and positive effect of this increased
congressional oversight,10 many question the motive, methods and implications of
legislators’ activity. Blechman notes that the now commonplace tendency to intervene in
annual budgetary decisions is driven by parochialism and results in shortsighted choices
and budgetary inefficiencies.11 Schlesinger argues that Congress leverages its oversight
activities to compensate for the diminution of its substantial constitutional authorities.
“Having lost control of its war-making power, it turned now to the constitutional powers
it still possessed—notably the power of the purse, the treaty-making power and the power
of investigation.”12 Additionally, scholars have characterized congressional involvement
in defense programs as “micromanagement”13 and more akin to “fire alarms” than “police
patrols,” meaning Congress usually reacts to scandals and emergencies and rarely abates
or precludes problems.14
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After 9/11, the nature of Congress’ involvement in national security policymaking
changed again. Many scholars portray the nature and intensity of congressional
participation in national security as oscillating based on the nation’s involvement in war.
Usually legislators defer to the executive branch during military operations, but during
post-war periods their apprehension of presidential power is restored and they engage in
greater oversight. Accordingly, the post-9/11 period, particularly the several years
following the commencement of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, consists of a typical
wartime relationship: a strong executive and an overly accommodating legislature.15
It is worth noting, however, that some scholars argue the legislative and executive
branches’ relative power waxes and wanes based not only on world events, but also on
political, legal, personal, and institutional conditions.16 For example, Lindsay (2003)
demonstrates how Congress’ inclination to defy or defer to the president on foreign
policy is a direct result of, foremost, the existence of security threats, and second, the
country’s perception of how well the president is handling foreign policy matters.
Farrier’s (2010) perspective is that the collective ambivalence among legislators fuels a
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cyclic pattern: delegation of authority, feelings of regret, attempts to regain some control,
and a return to delegation.
While the field typically characterizes Congress’ level of participation in defense
policymaking as fluctuating depending on conditions of the time, few scholars assign
adequate importance to other variables that affect the legislature’s involvement. Lindsay
and Ripley, agree that the president retains most control in foreign and defense affairs
and Congress is a secondary player, but argue that many scholars mistakenly
overestimate the executive branch’s hold on the policy process.17 Lindsay and Ripley
explain that the extent of Congress’ contribution is largely unrecognized for two reasons.
First, scholars often categorize foreign and defense policy together, making the
president’s leadership in crises and international affairs obscure legislators’ influence in
other areas of policy. Second, many academics measure influence using the introduction
and enactment of substantive legislation and ignore other techniques of indirect
influence.18 These two factors are explained in detail below.
Congressional Methods of Involvement: Direct and Indirect
Lindsay and Ripley explain that legislators affect policy not only through direct,
but also indirect means. In fact, they note Congress has increasingly endeavored since the
1970s to shape national security through indirect means. “Direct” action is substantive
legislation used to create or change a policy. While not explicitly stated in the literature,
this dissertation interprets direct action as including congressional adjustments to
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programs’ funding levels. “Indirect” participation has three forms: anticipated reactions,
procedural legislation, and framing opinion. “Anticipated reactions” can be defined as a
method to signal to the executive branch the legislature’s mood and position in the hopes
that the executive branch will adjust its actions accordingly. It is a negative power that
conveys to the president what policies are politically feasible.19 This would include a
letter to a department or agency as well as non-binding report language that accompanies
a committee-passed bill. Procedural legislation differs from substantive legislation
because it “…seeks to change the identity of those who participate in decision making
and/or influence how decisions are made. The premise is that changing the process
changes the policy.”20 Finally, framing opinion through speeches, talk shows, and
hearings is a tool for “…changing the climate of opinion surrounding that policy.”21
Fundamentally, the difference between direct and indirect methods is prescription and
persuasion, respectively.
When scholars note exceptions to Congress’ usual deference, they typically refer
to situations when legislators have employed indirect means to shape defense policy. For
example, Howell and Pevehouse demonstrate that Congress under particular
circumstances was able to effectively influence the president’s use of force in major,
though not minor, military operations between 1945 and 2000. The authors explain
Congress used a variety of actions including refusing to appropriate funds for military
operations, making public calls for the return of troops, expressing concern about the
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value and necessity of a mission, and otherwise shaping media coverage and
consequently public opinion.22 Most of these actions are indirect. Similarly, Johnson
argues that most scholars’ portrayal of legislative weakness in recent national security
decision-making is a simplistic, insubstantial evaluation of legislators’ failure to exercise
their war-declaration or treaty-approval powers. His research on the Cold War
demonstrates that some individual entrepreneurs capitalized on the methods and tools
available to them, such as procedural actions within increasingly powerful
subcommittees, to effectively challenge presidents on their foreign policies.23 Finally,
Kriner’s research examines the executive-congressional relationship in the conduct and
cessation of armed conflict. He recognizes the rarity of successful congressional
legislation to compel the president to change or abandon his policies on the use of force.
However, he argues Congress’ real strength is in its ability to use indirect means to shape
the president’s policies and adjust the scope, duration, or conclusion of combat
operations.24
In summary, certain scholars are careful to specify that Congress is capable of
altering national security policy through subtle efforts to affect the circumstances
influencing presidents’ decisions. To be clear, Congress is still considered far less
effective than the executive in shaping defense policy. Indirect means are a less powerful
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method than direct action via substantive legislation. Congressional influence also varies
by type of policy, which will be explained in the next section.
Types of National Security Policy: Crisis, Strategic, and Structural
To accurately understand the complex nature of congressional involvement in
defense policymaking, one must account for variables such as the different types of
defense policy. By categorizing national security policy into types, scholars can isolate
and analyze the government actors’ motivations, actions, and relative power in each type.
Through a couple of key publications in the early 1990s, Lindsay, Ripley, and to some
extent Franklin build on Huntington and Lowi’s previous work25 and provide the field
with a consistent, well-defined framework for the three types of foreign and defense
policy. This framework categorizes the three types of foreign and defense policy: crisis,
strategic, and structural; and explains the relative power of the president and Congress in
each.
In general, the authors contend Congress is highly influential in policymaking that
is concerned with the administration of resources and involves domestic stakeholders.
However, Congress continues to yield to the president to respond when our national
interests are threatened. Similarly, the president is mostly responsible for crafting
strategic policies in foreign affairs and national defense.26
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Crisis, strategic, and structural policy are defined as follows. “Crisis” policy is the
action undertaken to address a critical situation that has erupted with no warning and
“usually … involving the use or potential use of force.”27 Next, the objective of
“strategic” policy is to provide the military posture, or “the basic mix of military forces
and weapons systems,” for engaging with foreign nations.28 Strategic policy incorporates
“citizens’ ideological, ethnic, racial, or economic interests … and invoke policy makers’
long-term attitudes and beliefs.” 29 Finally, “structural” policy includes “…procuring,
deploying, and organizing military personnel and materiel….”30 Structural decisions are
decisions about resources, including weapons system contracts, contracts for supplies, the
sites of military facilities, and “trade policies that affect domestic industries and
workers.”31 This dissertation also classifies military compensation as a structural policy,
as will be explained below.
Typically, legislators’ influence over structural policymaking is substantial,
principally because of the appropriations process and their interest in policy that affects
local issues.32 They have both the motivation and the means to take a highly involved
role. However, Congress has very little control in strategic policy and virtually no
influence in crisis policy.33 The president leads in matters of strategic policy and
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monopolizes in crises. As Lindsay and Ripley point out, the three types of policy are
neither exclusive nor hierarchical. A particular national security concept, like missile
defense for example, can have both strategic and structural implications. Also, strategic
policy does not always inform structural policy. Often structural decisions about weapons
contracts dictate the nation’s strategic force structure. Through these two points, Lindsay
and Ripley argue that Congress is no less influential because it is stronger in structural
policy than strategic policy. Because of the overlapping, nonhierarchical nature of
defense and foreign policy, legislators’ participation within the structural realm can
greatly impact national security policy.34
Summary and Gaps in the Literature
The prevailing academic consensus is that Congress does not exercise the full
extent of its authority relating to national security matters. Furthermore, when it does act,
it has most success with indirect methods of participation, rather than the more
authoritative direct methods. Finally, legislators are more prominent and effective in
structural policy because of their interests in parochial matters and role in the
appropriations process. However, there are gaps in the body of literature and additional
scholarship could offer important insights into Congress’ involvement in defense
policymaking.
First, existing research on the sharing of national security powers between the
legislative and executive branches typically focuses on the use of force. The power to
initiate armed conflict and conduct operations is important, but crisis policy is only a
34
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fraction of defense policy. Furthermore, when structural policy is considered, the
literature appears to focus mostly on weapons acquisition and occasionally on military
facilities. This neglects other subsets of structural policy. Military compensation policy,
which is structural, is among the legislation that Congress passes each year but the
literature does not discuss.
Additionally, Lindsay and Ripley appropriately note that the three types of
defense policy are not hierarchical or exclusive. Decisions in structural policy can
influence strategic and eventually even crisis policies. However, beyond noting the
feasibility of this “cross-influence,” the literature does not explain how it happens or its
effects on both the policies concerned or the policymaking process. This dissertation
demonstrates how Congress’ actions in structural policy affect defense policy at a
strategic level.
Finally, scholars have concluded that much of the control that Congress has
reclaimed since the 1970s has been via indirect methods of action. What Congress lacks
from the loss of its constitutionally provided direct control over national security, it
makes up for in indirect influence using tools like reporting requirements, public
hearings, and other forms of oversight. The literature on Congress and national security,
however, does not discuss the legislature’s use of laws to require particular pay levels or
benefits for military personnel. These laws are analogous to entitlements, a concept also
not present in the literature. The field also neglects Congress’ prohibitions of executive
policy and denials of executive requests. Finally, congressional defense committees
employ a tool called “directive report language,” which sometimes is an application of
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direct action35 The direct participation observed in this case study does not conform to the
literature’s suggestion that Congress relies mostly on indirect methods to shape national
security policy. Research on the use of legislated mandates for military compensation
would be a good addition to scholarship on Congress’ influence in national security.
Military Personnel Compensation
This section explains the objective of military compensation. It also describes and
categorizes the various pays and benefits: cash and noncash, immediate and deferred.
Such a categorization is useful because the type of compensation usually dictates its
effectiveness in meeting the military’s manpower objectives. This section summarizes the
research on the effect of compensation on military recruiting and retention. This
dissertation identifies TRICARE-for-Life as a deferred, noncash benefit and draws from
the research summarized below to evaluate TFL’s manpower implications.
There are many reasons people join the military ranging from the patriotic to the
pecuniary. The altruistic motives include duty, service, and patriotism. Some recruits cite
experiential aspects, namely adventure and rite of passage. Other enlistees are motivated
by self-improvement and see military service as a way to increase self-esteem and
discipline and obtain skills for employment. Lastly, young men and women are induced
by pragmatic reasons like pay, money for college, and unemployment.36
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Despite the many motivations for enlistment, much of the literature indicates
enlistment during the era of the All-Volunteer Force (AVF) is based increasingly on
market-based motives. The concept of military service has transformed from the early
days of the republic with service in militias, to the conscripted nationalized forces, and
finally to the volunteer force of today. Throughout this transformation, the obligation
between soldier and state has changed. David R. Segal states that it has gone from being
“an obligation of citizenship in a community to being an obligation of national
citizenship and, most recently, to being a job. The armed forces, in turn, have been
transformed from a local to a national institution and, most recently, to an employer—
perhaps…an employer of last resort.”37
Charles C. Moskos echoed the view that economic factors have overtaken citizen
obligation as the prime motivator for military service when he wrote, “economic man had
replaced the citizen-soldier.”38 Moskos explains that upon transition to the AVF, the
military establishment was treated the same as civilian systems. Filling the ranks was a
science based on market principles. Specifically, the supply and demand trends of the
national labor force and monetary incentives became the main factors for enlistment. The
recruitment and retention necessary to supply adequate military manpower was
accomplished through cash inducements, and the military relied on careerists more than
single termers.39
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Paul T. Hogan explains that the objective of the military personnel compensation
system is to attract, motivate, retain, and manage service members’ exit.40 To meet these
goals, the military establishes compensation policies based on the unique needs and
characteristics of the organization. For example, the military is a hierarchical
organization without lateral entry that attempts to manage supply and demand of military
personnel through manpower policies like its retirement system.41
Military compensation today is a combination of multiple types of pay and
benefits, as outlined in Table 1. Compensation is apportioned to service members in the
form of cash pay and non-cash pay, each of which has specific components.
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Table 1 Types of Military Compensation

CASH	
  PAY	
  

NONCASH	
  PAY	
  

Regular	
  Military	
  Compensation	
  

In-‐Kind	
  Benefits	
  

Basic	
  pay	
  

Health	
  care	
  for	
  current	
  members	
  and	
  
dependents	
  	
  

Basic	
  Allowance	
  for	
  Housing	
  

Family	
  housing	
  and	
  barracks	
  

Basic	
  Allowance	
  for	
  Subsistence	
  

Subsistence	
  in	
  kind	
  (i.e.,	
  dining	
  halls)	
  

Tax	
  benefits	
  

Installation	
  services	
  (e.g.,	
  child	
  care,	
  DOD-‐
run	
  schools,	
  commissaries,	
  exchanges,	
  
recreational	
  facilities	
  and	
  programs)	
  

	
  

Educational	
  benefits	
  

Special	
  and	
  Incentive	
  (S&I)	
  Pays	
  

Deferred	
  Benefits	
  

Payment	
  for	
  hazardous	
  or	
  difficult	
  
conditions	
  (e.g.,	
  hostile	
  fire	
  pay)	
  
Payment	
  for	
  particular	
  duties	
  or	
  
occupations	
  (e.g.,	
  aviation	
  continuation	
  
pay)	
  
	
  
Payment	
  for	
  needed	
  skills	
  or	
  ranks	
  (e.g.,	
  
reenlistment	
  bonuses)	
  

Retirement	
  pay	
  
Health	
  care	
  for	
  retirees	
  and	
  dependents	
  

Other	
  veterans’	
  benefits	
  (e.g.,	
  disability	
  pay,	
  
educational	
  benefits,	
  mortgage	
  assistance)	
  

Service members’ basic pay, or income earned based on rank and years of service,
is only one part of his or her total compensation package. Other regular cash pay includes
allowances for housing and food as well as the economic advantage from nontaxable
portions of cash pay. In particular circumstances, military members additionally receive
special and incentive (S&I) pay to encourage them to enter or continue service. Aside
from purely monetary compensation, troops also receive nonmonetary benefits called
noncash pay. This includes in-kind benefits, which are goods or services provided to
current members for free or at subsidized prices, and deferred benefits, which comprise
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retirement annuity, health care, and other benefits available at a later date to veterans,
retirees, and their families.
Different types of compensation deliver varying levels of effectiveness.42 For
example, in-kind benefits offer reliable goods and services for military members who are
frequently away from home and families that habitually relocate to often unfamiliar and
remote areas. Indeed, military members’ lifestyle necessitates easy access to consistent,
quality services such as child care and housing. Furthermore, current troops require
health and dental benefits to maintain military readiness. Similarly, deferred benefits
such as retiree health care can help ensure a physically acceptable contingency force for
national emergencies,43 and after decades of manually rigorous and dangerous work,
health care is important in caring for former service members and recognizing their
service.
Conversely, noncash benefits, and particularly deferred ones, have several
disadvantages. Investments in fixed on-base services do not reach the population living
farther from installations and are largely unresponsive to changing military missions and
force composition. In-kind benefits often are provided inefficiently by the Department of
Defense (DOD), whose primary mission is not education and retail, for example. Also
42
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these benefits are not targeted to those who most need or want them. Moreover, noncash
compensation, in general, does not allow service members to determine for themselves
how to fulfill their needs.
Issues of perceived value also affect the utility of noncash benefits. First, troops
cannot easily recognize the value of noncash benefits and often conclude, incorrectly,
their compensation package is less than that of their civilian counterparts.44 “[I]n
decisions related to compensation, service members may focus only on their take-home
pay. As they assess their compensation package, they might not consider the value of
taxes they do not have to pay or medical copayments they are not charged.”45 Second,
deferred benefits received later in one’s life offer less perceived value to younger
individuals due to the concept of the personal discount rate.46 As such, most deferred
benefits47 have a minimal impact on recruitment and a small effect on retention until the
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tenth through twentieth years of service, when the impact is great.48 The exception is
education benefits, which in a study of Army and Navy recruiting was found to have
higher elasticities than enlistment bonuses, but lower elasticities than military pay.49
Deferred benefits available exclusively to retirees motivate only a small portion of the
military because on average just 17 percent of the force serves long enough to qualify for
such benefits.50
Most important, noncash benefits do not provide the same flexibility as cash
benefits to reward individuals based on performance and necessary skill sets. Ultimately
cash pay, and special and incentive pay in particular, can readily target the military’s
recruiting and retention needs. In fact, S&I pays are the most cost-effective compensation
tool for dealing with supply-and-demand conditions throughout the force, as they can be
adapted for specific force-management needs and can help to manage the flow of
personnel throughout the manpower system.51 This is critical, since compensation in the
all-volunteer force is intended to aid in the supply of high-quality military forces. For all
the reasons stated above, noncash compensation, particularly deferred benefits, are
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generally the least effective compensation tools for achieving manpower objectives,
while cash pay, especially S&I pays, are the most effective.
In closing, the chief purpose of compensation is to aid the military organization in
meeting its manpower goals. There are a variety of factors that cause people to serve in
the military, among them patriotic duty and monetary incentives. The post-1973 allvolunteer force is motivated more by pecuniary incentives than it was in previous eras.52
Now more than ever, it is important to develop the right mix of cash and noncash,
immediate and deferred, pay and benefits to effectively recruit and retain the desired
military force.
Entitlements
This dissertation suggests the addition of “military entitlements,” of which
TRICARE-for-Life is one, to the field of Congress and national security. This new
concept is based significantly on traditional entitlements, the literature on which is
presented in this section. The following paragraphs include scholars’ basic definition of a
conventional entitlement, as well as the defining and typical characteristics of
entitlements. Finally, it summarizes recent theories on how entitlements operate and their
spending patterns, which are useful for understanding how military compensation that fits
the entitlement criteria will function.
The conventional definition of an entitlement is an obligation established in law
that requires the government to disburse a benefit to any individual or unit of government
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that meets the eligibility requirements.53 Because there is a legal requirement for the
government to provide the benefits to any eligible claimant, legal recourse is available if
payments are not received.54 Furthermore, unless the underlying law is changed, these
benefits are provided indefinitely.55 In other words, entitlements are virtually permanent.
Two criteria of entitlements mentioned here, legal obligation to all eligible
claimants and quasi-permanence, greatly affect the cost of entitlement programs and lead
to other important characteristics. Specifically, entitlement spending is open-ended, or
capped only by the limitations of the obligations established in the source legislation,
which may not have an end date. Also, the funds spent on entitlements are the sum of
benefits paid, and do not require debate in the annual budget appropriation process.56 The
amount of resources required to sustain an entitlement depends on the number of people
collecting the benefits and the amount of benefits to which they are entitled, not agencies’
management of the programs or annual appropriations bills.57 As Joseph White explains,
“Spending on open-ended entitlements rises or falls not because of discrete annual
decisions about how much money to spend, but through the interactions of demographics,
economics, and existing program law.”58
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Another defining characteristic is that entitlements are often highly sensitive to
politics. Many entitlements affect vast numbers of Americans who rely on them to
augment their personal finances. This creates great support for the continuance of these
benefits. Furthermore, Allen Schick writes, “When Congress establishes an entitlement, it
gives recipients a legal right to the money…. If Congress cuts payments, it not only takes
money from recipients but also infringes on their perceived rights.”59
Other traditional characteristics of entitlements relate to congressional processes.
First, in most cases, legislation that creates direct spending60 includes permanent funding
mechanisms that allow agencies to automatically obligate funds. As such, appropriations
committees rarely exercise authority over direct spending, which are mostly entitlements.
Conversely, authorization committees have the upper hand in determining the amount of
direct spending.61 Second, creating or altering entitlements is often accomplished through
the congressional process of reconciliation.62 The literature notes that because of the
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nature of the reconciliation process, Congress takes action on entitlements on an irregular
and unscheduled basis. Conversely, discretionary programs are subject to so-called
section 302(b) allocations and are provided for annually in appropriations bills.63
Budgetary Effects of Entitlements
Through close observation of how entitlements function in practice, scholars have
developed theories that can be adapted to further describe entitlements and predict how
they will operate. These include useful insights into the spending patterns of entitlements
and how these programs are budgeted.
According to punctuated equilibrium theory, the country usually experiences
stability in public policy resulting in incremental budget modifications, but occasionally
these periods are punctuated by policy redirection and subsequent large-scale budget
changes. These large-scale changes in public budgeting are characterized as the
avalanche budget model.64 Both stability and avalanches regularly occur in discretionary
and direct spending. It is important to note, however, punctuation in discretionary
budgets usually creates significant expansions or contractions in funding in a single year,
while punctuation in mandatory spending alters the entire trajectory of the budget, the
results of which are sometimes unknown for several years.65 To elaborate, because
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changes to entitlements are made by amending the underlying law, “…policy changes for
mandatory spending are likely to affect the rate of spending rather than immediately
affect the level of spending [emphasis added].”66 Accordingly, the creation of a new
entitlement or a major change in the program law that provides greater benefits or
expands the group of eligible beneficiaries would cause an avalanche of additional
spending. If the program law stays constant, entitlement spending is typically incremental
as it reflects slowly changing demographics and economic conditions.67
Because demographics and the economy directly and often automatically impact
entitlement spending, total costs cannot be known in advance. Costs depend on the
amount of people that draw claims. For example, as a group of the population ages, it
becomes eligible for certain benefits, or if the rate of unemployment grows, more people
would be eligible for assistance. Therefore, the only way to estimate budgetary impacts
of new entitlements or changes to existing entitlement programs is to use baseline
projections and forecast the effects of such policy changes. Despite attempts at
projections, the amount that is budgeted for entitlement spending at its onset and the
amount actually spent are sometimes dissimilar.68
The risk of unknown total costs of an entitlement is growth in spending. Some
scholars argue that entitlements cause budget growth because they circumvent the normal
appropriations process and, consequently, annual scrutiny. W. Mark Crain and James C.
Miller III found in study of states’ budget data that the increases to state government
66
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budget growth are 1.2 percent higher in states that have non-appropriated funding, such
as entitlements, than states that subject everything to periodic budgeting.69 Ultimately,
entitlements tend to become “resistant to cuts.”70
In addition to budget growth, entitlements can also cause budgetary trade-offs
among programs. Entitlements are previous claims on government spending that must be
paid before all other remaining claims can be addressed. Therefore, discretionary
spending is often sacrificed to accommodate mandatory spending programs.71 This could
pose important opportunity costs since agencies must fund the entitlement using
resources from other programs.
Entitlements differ from discretionary programs not only in spending patterns but
also in budgeting style. For example, the timelines and perspective associated with
traditional bureau budgeting, which is the short-term incremental allocation of annual
discretionary funding to agencies, is undesirable for entitlement programs. Instead,
mandatory spending will affect several decades and decisions on these policies should be
made based on that perspective using long-term planning.72
Additionally, entitlements, and by extension the money spent on them, are preestablished in law and, therefore, fewer options are available for budgetary
gamesmanship during implementation. Specifically, budget managers have less control in
entitlement budgeting than bureau budgeting. Tactics used for discretionary programs
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have less impact on or are irrelevant to entitlements. Tactics used in traditional budgeting
include giving less money to certain line items so program managers are forced to make
do and allowing time or money to run out so program advocates compromise.73
Furthermore, greater technical expertise is required for policymakers to alter the
trajectory of entitlement spending than to change spending levels in bureau budgeting.
This is true because for policymakers to affect the course of entitlement spending, they
must change the source law, not simply adjust funding levels up or down. For example,
when asked for a change in eligibility or some other programmatic change, decisionmakers must understand the future spending effects, which cannot be seen easily in the
present and without technical knowledge.74
To summarize, this chapter presented the relevant literature on the inter-branch
struggle for power in national security, the research on military compensation, and the
theory on conventional entitlements. This existing scholarship will be a referenced
throughout the dissertation as it analyzes Congress’ actions on TRICARE-for-Life and
military pay and benefits broadly.
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III. BACKGROUND

Before explaining the research design or reporting the results of this project, it is
necessary to provide background in three areas. To better understand the benefits
landscape that Congress altered when it added TRICARE-for-Life, this chapter describes
the health care offered to military beneficiaries. It first gives an overview of the
TRICARE benefits available to service members, retirees, and their families, as well as
the Military Health System that delivers these benefits. This familiarizes the reader with
terms and concepts before discussing the case study on TFL. The chapter then recounts
the healthcare benefit available to Medicare-eligible military retirees before they were
granted lifelong access to TRICARE with the adoption of TRICARE-for-Life. This
provides information on why retirees pursued a more generous healthcare benefit and the
political pressure legislators received to deliver one.
Before focusing on one specific policy, TRICARE-for-Life, it is necessary to get
a broad understanding of recent trends in military compensation policy in general. This
chapter finishes by explaining the expansion of military pay and benefits in the 2000s, the
strategic implications elsewhere in defense, and Congress’ role in this expansion. This is
important context for appreciating the legislative branch’s proactive involvement in
military compensation policymaking.
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The Health Benefit Available to Military Beneficiaries
The Department of Defense offers a healthcare benefit to eligible military
beneficiaries through a program known informally as TRICARE. There are roughly 9.5
million active-duty military members, members of the Reserve Component, retired
service members, and their families eligible for some form of health care through the
Military Health System (MHS).75 TRICARE currently comprises:
•

A health maintenance organization-type plan called TRICARE Prime,

•

A fee-for-service-type plan known as TRICARE Standard,

•

A preferred provider organization-type plan called TRICARE Extra,

•

A Medicare wrap-around policy referred to as TRICARE-for-Life,

•

Non-subsidized insurance coverage for dependents under age 26 (TRICARE
Young Adult),

•

Purchased access to TRICARE Standard and Extra for members of the
National Guard and Reserves (TRICARE Reserve Select and TRICARE
Retired Reserve), and

•

Other smaller variants including dental and pharmaceutical coverage.

This dissertation studies one of the above benefits, TRICARE-for-Life.
The MHS provides health services through a combination of military hospitals
and clinics and civilian providers with which the DOD contracts. In common terms, the
Military Health System operates like both an insurance carrier and a hospital system. The
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TRICARE program manages benefits coverage and pays claims, while the military
treatment facilities (MTF) provide medical services to patients.76
The DOD offers unlimited, and in many cases free, health care to most military
beneficiaries. For example, active-duty service members and their families do not pay
premiums to enroll in TRICARE Prime.77 Furthermore, families of active-duty troops and
non-Medicare eligible retirees and their families do not pay premiums to use TRICARE
Standard and Extra.78 In contrast, civilians paid an average of 18 percent or 29 percent of
the premium for their employment-based medical plan in 2014 (single or family
coverage, respectively). Their employers paid the remaining 82 or 71 percent.79
For those who do pay premiums for military health care, many of the TRICARE
fees remained stagnant for nearly two decades causing them to become highly subsidized.
In the mid-1990s, the military’s user fees were specified in law, which is a highly
inflexible practice made more restrictive because the statute did not allow the fees to
adjust with inflation until recently. From the time the program began in 1995 until 2012,
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retirees under age 65 paid $230 or $460 per year to enroll in TRICARE Prime as an
individual or family, respectively.80 Because the face value of most out-of-pocket costs
did not change, they lost some of their real value due to inflation.81 Locking the rates for
retirees’ cost contributions has reduced the cost-sharing levels from the originally
designed 27 percent at the start of the TRICARE program82 to approximately 5 percent
today.83 As beneficiaries paid less in real value, the DOD was forced to pay more to
cover the expenses. Without any growth in TRICARE Prime premiums for non-Medicare
eligible retirees, the cost share for these retirees fell far below those of their civilian
counterparts. “In 1999, military retiree premiums for TRICARE Prime represented
31 percent of the civilian HMO average; by 2014, this had fallen to only 10 percent.”84
Guaranteed medical coverage for retirees is uncommon for American workers.
While 98 percent of all large firms in the US offered health benefits to their workers in
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2014, only 25 percent of these large firms offered health benefits to their retirees.85 For a
retiree to have access to an employer-provided health benefit is uncommon. What is
more unusual is for that health benefit to be highly subsidized by one’s former employer.
Because retirees pay merely 5 percent of the total premium for TRICARE Prime
and no premium for TRICARE Standard and Extra, retirees are attracted to the Military
Health System instead of using other health care available to them. 76 percent of retirees
have access to a civilian medical program, but only 42 percent use the civilian program.86
Out-of-pocket costs, or copayments, coinsurance, and deductibles, that military
beneficiaries pay are also far below the out-of-pocket fees that civilians pay. In fiscal
year 2005, the average active duty family paid $92 in out-of-pocket expenses, while the
average civilian family in HMO plans paid $3,193, or 30 times that amount.87
Consequently, military beneficiaries consume medical care at a higher rate than
comparable civilians do.88 TRICARE Prime enrollees used inpatient services 73 percent
more often than civilians with HMOs during FY 2013.89 Additionally, TRICARE Prime
users had outpatient utilization rates that were 50 percent higher than their civilian
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counterparts.90 This over-utilization has caused some analysts to call for adjusted costsharing in TRICARE.91
The comparisons to civilian health care above are included for two reasons. As
seen above, the cost shares in military health care have eroded significantly over time.
One way that analysts usually demonstrate this is to compare military and civilian costsharing. This is not to suggest that military beneficiaries should have an equivalent health
care benefit to civilians, but rather to illustrate the effects of such low cost shares, which
are twofold. First, when out-of-pocket costs are low, users consume more health care.
This leads to over-utilization that does not necessarily improve one’s health. It does,
however, strain the system and, in this case, at significant expense to the government.
Second, the erosion in cost-sharing has contributed to the high cost growth in the military
health care program in the last 15 years. The cost to provide the military health care
benefit has doubled since 2000.92
In summary, the government offers a robust and inexpensive healthcare benefit to
military members and their dependents. Prior to TFL, military retirees were, in most part,
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excluded from this attractive system upon turning sixty-five. The following section
details the policy that pertained to older retirees before 2000.
Health Care for Medicare-Eligible Retirees Prior to 2000
Prior to congressional action in 2000, military retirees over the age of sixty-five
obtained health care in two ways. They received medical care at military medical
facilities when space and resources were available. However, as established in law,
priority at military treatment facilities was given to active-duty military members and
their dependents before retirees.93 This “space-available” arrangement was not meant to
be older retirees’ primary health coverage. Rather, it was intended that retirees would
transition to the Medicare system upon turning sixty-five.94
However, a combination of Medicare and space-available access to MTFs was
proving problematic for older retirees. From 1985 to 2000, the DOD significantly
downsized its healthcare network, reducing the number of MTFs from 168 to 81, a 51%
reduction. Thus, older retirees found it difficult to get treated at space-available MTFs at
a time in their lives when they needed more services. Exacerbating the problem, the
number of retirees aged sixty-five and older more than doubled between 1985 and 2000,
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increasing from 700,000 to 1.5 million.95 This led to increased demand for DODprovided health care.
It is worth noting, however, that there has been great debate about whether
retirees have a legitimate claim to free lifetime healthcare through the military medical
system. Extensive legal research demonstrates that no statutory entitlement to free,
lifetime, on-base health care ever existed, only permissive law that allows retirees access
to military treatment facilities if space and services are available.96 Furthermore, even if
recruiters promised this benefit, DOD cannot establish such benefit without explicit
authorization; only Congress holds that constitutional authority (art. I, § 8, cl. 14).97
Finally, federal courts have ruled consistently that claims of promised free health care for
life have no legal standing.98 When summarizing the history of retirees’ legal right to
military-provided health care, DOD states, “medical care for retirees in military medical
facilities has always been, and to this day remains, a privilege—not an absolute right, as
has been assumed by many.”99
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However, the perception pervades. Lawmakers and DOD officials alike noted an
implied contract or a moral, although not legal, commitment to retirees.100 One
Representative argued, “I believe there is no question that today’s military retirees were
promised lifetime health care. When promised this health care, our retirees were never
told that at sixty-five they would be forced to leave the military health care system to join
Medicare. This is simply wrong, and we must take action to ensure this government
meets the commitment made to those who loyally served our nation.”101
As such, there was great interest among members of Congress to improve access
to quality health care for Medicare-eligible retirees, preferably quickly. During the 106th
Congress, several bills were introduced to expand coverage to older retirees, many of
which had great support.102 Congress passed legislation between 1997 and 2000 to
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authorize four demonstration programs to test and analyze the viability of different
options of enhanced health care for retirees over sixty-five. The first demo was a threeyear program called “Medicare subvention” in which DOD provided health care to
Medicare-eligible retirees and was reimbursed for a portion of it from the Health Care
Financing Administration, the predecessor of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid
Services. The second was a three-year test to provide older retirees access to the Federal
Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) with DOD covering the same share that
the government pays for civilian participants’ premiums. Third, a two-year program
known as “TRICARE Senior Supplement Demonstration” allowed TRICARE to
supplement Medicare. Finally, the DOD sponsored a pharmaceutical pilot project that
gave enrollees access to DOD’s mail-order pharmacy program and retail network
pharmacies.103 As will be reported in chapter five, these demonstration programs were
underway when Congress accelerated action on military retiree health care and
established the TRICARE-for-Life mandate.
Military Compensation Expands in the 2000s
This section provides a brief overview of the recent expansion of military pay and
benefits in the 2000s, both in health care and in compensation in general. The strategic
implications for other areas of national security, as well as Congress’ part in this
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expansion, are discussed. This is important context for appreciating the legislative
branch’s proactive involvement in military compensation policymaking.
Since 1999 several policy changes pertaining to cash and noncash pay have
increased both the amount of compensation available and the population eligible for
them. They include adjustments in annual pay, increased housing allowances, extra S&I
pays, expanded health care, and additional benefits for retirees. These policy changes
caused strategic implications in both the defense budget and the military’s manning
goals.
Related specifically to the health care benefit, the policy changes in the 2000s
resulted in the expansion of eligible groups. There was a 43 percent growth in the
population eligible for TRICARE over ten years. In 2000, 6.8 million people were
eligible for the program. By 2010, 9.7 million people were eligible TRICARE users.
Only 15 percent of the 9.7 million beneficiaries are active-duty service members. The
other 85 percent are family members and retirees.104 In describing the differences
between the military healthcare program in 2000 and 2012, Leed and Gregerson write,
“Twelve years later, almost every benefit had become available to almost every category
of beneficiary, whether current active duty or Reserve (activated or inactivated), retired
or retired Reservist—as well as the current, former, or surviving family members of the
above.”105
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The expansion in pay and benefits programs overall contributed greatly to the 54
percent growth in military compensation costs since 2000.106 Some argue the increased
personnel compensation budget is not buying a bigger force; rather, the DOD’s buying
power, or what it can afford, has diminished.107 Of course, many other programs in the
defense budget also experienced recent cost growth. The budgetary effects of TFL and
other compensation will be examined more closely in chapter six.
David Chu, the undersecretary of defense for personnel and readiness from 2001
to 2008, when much of the expansion in pay and benefits occurred, stated, “The amounts
have gotten to the point where they are hurtful. They are taking away from the nation’s
ability to defend itself.”108 Former defense secretary Leon Panetta has acknowledged that
these costly, yet typically sacrosanct, personnel programs are no longer safe from
impending budgetary trade-offs: “The fiscal reality facing us means that we must also
look at the growth of personnel costs, which are a major driver of budget growth and are,
simply put, on an unsustainable course.”109 This looming resources challenge within the
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defense budget pits personnel costs against spending on other programs such as weapon
modernization.110
Some oppose the characterization of personnel costs as unsustainable. They argue
that expanding pay and benefits in the 2000s was necessary to restore compensation that
had been neglected before 2000.111 One representative of this viewpoint, the Military
Officers Association of America, asserts the warnings about military personnel costs are
hyperbolical: “Critics have made the same ‘sky is falling’ claims since the all-volunteer
force (AVF) began 40 years ago. But the AVF has proved the cornerstone of national
defense through decades of peace and war, despite pundits’ and bean-counters’ continual
‘gloom and doom’ predictions.”112
In addition to the budgetary implications, another important impact of recently
expanded pay and benefits is their effect on new accessions or reenlistments. Not all pay
and benefits are equally effective in recruitment and retention. As explained in chapter
two, cash compensation has more advantages than noncash benefits, and current
remuneration is valued higher than deferred benefits. Research generally shows that
increased compensation in the 2000s helped mitigate challenges in filling the ranks amid
ongoing combat operations and growth in the size of the Army and Marine Corps during
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that time period.113 Note, however, that accession and reenlistment studies usually
measure the impact of cash pays and education benefits, not all deferred or in-kind
benefits.
An important factor in the recent increase in compensation is the role Congress
played and the effects of its actions. Changes to the compensation system, in general,
have been described as unsystematic measures taken over a period of time and without
regard for how each new pay and benefit would affect the efficiency or effectiveness of
the military personnel system. Congress initiated many of the most costly and least
effective compensation policies of the 2000s, sometimes despite objection from the
executive.114 In correlation, there are generally four causes of recent military
compensation cost growth: changes in the composition of the force, increases in the costs
that the DOD incurred when providing a benefit, an upsurge in the amount of benefits
available, and increases in users and usage rates.115 Half of the four causes—expanded
benefits and more generous eligibility—are associated with legislative changes. As one
staff director of a congressional defense committee stated, “Particularly in the early
2000s, Congress kind of went off the deep end as we entered persistent conflict in
[adding] benefits.”116
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To examine more closely Congress’s influence in military compensation, this
dissertation presents a case study on TRICARE-for-Life, a congressionally mandated
health benefit available to Medicare-eligible military retirees. The following chapter
presents the research design.
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IV. RESEARCH DESIGN

To better understand how Congress contributes to national security policymaking,
add perspective to the current policy debate on military pay and benefits, and more
closely examine the gaps in the literature that chapter two exposed, this dissertation
presents research on an important military compensation policy: TRICARE-for-Life. The
dissertation argues that Congress’ policy preferences and methods of action have far
reaching implications. Before presenting the research questions, this chapter explains
what the TRICARE-for-Life policy is and how this dissertation categorizes it, using
Lindsay and Ripley’s framework on the types of defense policy and methods of
congressional action. To focus the inquiry, the research questions are structured
according to Lindsay and Ripley’s framework. The chapter then details the methodology
used and the data collected. The dissertation employs the case study approach and uses
document analysis and interviews to conduct the analysis.
Applying Lindsay and Ripley’s Framework to TRICARE-for-Life
Deferred benefits are payments or services provided to veterans, military retirees,
and their dependents at a future time. One example is TRICARE-for-Life, a policy
created in 2000 that allows the military’s medical system, TRICARE, to act as a second
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payer for Medicare for military retirees age 65 and older.117 By providing full health care
coverage to older military retirees, the adoption of this policy essentially generated a new
and substantial benefit to a group of former service members and their dependents.
As discussed in chapter two, Lindsay and Ripley broadened the scope of
scholarship on Congress and national security by dealing with dimensions of legislative
influence that had been neglected by previous scholarship. Subsequent scholars have
employed their concept that the types of defense policy and method of congressional
action matter when evaluating the legislative and executive branches’ relative influence
in defense policymaking. These two factors—types of defense policy and methods of
action—serve as a useful framework for structuring my research. The following explains
how TRICARE-for-Life applies to Lindsay and Ripley’s concepts.
Types of Defense Policy
To recap, crisis policy involves military operations and usually responds to
international events that erupt without warning. Strategic policy dictates the military’s
force structure, or designs the basic mix of military troops and weapons for engaging
with opponents. Finally, structural policy procures and organizes materiel and personnel,
often through the administration of resources.
Pay and benefits for military service members was not an example discussed in
the literature on the three types of defense policy. Military personnel compensation is
difficult to categorize into strategic or structural policy because it has characteristics of
117
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both. Like strategic policy, ideas about who should serve and how the military should be
compensated for their sacrifice draws upon Americans’ long-term ideological and
economic interests and beliefs. Additionally, the manpower system is a critical element of
force structure and contributes to fighting power. However, military compensation is,
fundamentally, structural policy because the configuration of military pay and benefits
essentially pertains to obtaining and organizing personnel and deals with the management
and distribution of resources.
This argument is consistent with Lindsay and Ripley’s point that the three types
of policy are not exclusive. The authors also argue that policies are not hierarchical.
Because of these two principles, decisions in the structural area can affect strategic
matters. In the case of TRICARE-for-Life, my research explores the extent to which
Congress’ legislative changes to this structural policy caused long-term effects on
widespread expectations of future benefits, the ability to maintain military end strength,
and ultimately resource allocation. In other words, what are the ways in which this
legislation altered strategic policy?
Two of the key features of structural policy, however, do not apply to the case of
TRICARE-for-Life. The literature notes that congressional involvement in structural
policy often correlates with parochial interests and Congress’ role in the appropriations
process. Conversely, TRICARE-for-Life applies to beneficiaries on a national, not a
local, level and is a policy written into law, not determined through annual decisions on
funding levels. One part of my research will focus on the second feature, or the form
TRICARE-for-Life takes. This relates to methods of congressional action. The next
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section argues that TRICARE-for-Life resembles an entitlement and explains the
ramifications of mandating the policy via legislation.
Types of Congressional Action
Again, direct action is legislation that creates or changes a substantive policy.
Indirect methods of action shape but do not directly change substantive policy. Indirect
actions include three types: Procedural legislation alters who participates in decision
making or how decisions are made based on the premise that changing the process
changes the policy. Anticipated reactions signal Congress’ position to the executive in the
hopes that he adjusts his actions. Finally, framing opinion is the act of making public
statements with the intention of changing the public’s opinion of the policy.
The dissertation analysis of congressional documents reveals both indirect and
direct actions were taken to affect TRICARE-for-Life. However, the policymaking
dynamics and implications of the legislature’s direct action are more relevant to my
research. Congress established TRICARE-for-Life in the National Defense Authorization
Act for Fiscal Year 2001. As such, Congress’ directive will exist until the law is changed,
which gives the policy a sense of permanence. Additionally, political pressure makes it
difficult to reverse or reduce obligations provided in law, because it is unpopular to
deprive a group of something to which the law states they are entitled.118 As part of the
research on Congress’ use of laws to influence the TRICARE-for-Life program, the
dissertation will examine how this policy compares to entitlements. Entitlements are
legally required, quasi-permanent, open-ended benefits without caps on the amount of
118
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funding required to satisfy their obligations to eligible recipients. The President’s budget
request and arguably even long-term national security planning have little control over
these programs. The only things capable of altering their trajectory are demographics, the
economy, and congressional action.119 Therefore, this dissertation argues Congress’ use
of entitlements in national security policy would correspond with some degree of
congressional influence in defense policymaking. However, scholars do not mention
entitlements when writing about either the types of defense policy or Congress’
involvement in national security policymaking. Nevertheless, entitlements are an
important part of direct congressional action with significant implications.
Primary and Supporting Research Questions
Put simply, scholars generally agree that Congress fails to utilize the full extent of
its constitutional authorities and often defers to the executive in national security
policymaking. However, military compensation is an important public policy issue
neglected in the literature. In this policy area, Congress not only refrains from the
deferential behavior or secondary status characterized in the literature, it leads.
This dissertation uses qualitative research to examine the two branches’
interaction on TRICARE-for-Life and the implications of Congress’ policy decisions. To
analyze the inter-branch dynamics that characterized policymaking on TRICARE-forLife and the implications of Congress’ decisions, this research asks specific questions
relating to both the substantive policy aspects of this case and congressional technique.
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To focus the inquiry, the research questions are structured using Lindsay and Ripley’s
framework. In other words, the supporting questions consider the effects of a structural
policy with strategic implications for defense policy, as well as the use of direct action to
achieve policy change. The primary research question and three supporting research
questions are presented below.
Primary Research Question
Research Question: How have Congress' disagreements with the executive on
TRICARE-for-Life and subsequent legislative mandates affected broader defense
policies and budgets, and what does the case indicate about Congress' role in
defense policymaking?
In answering the research question, this dissertation explores the policy-oriented
impacts of Congress' decisions: the long-term budgetary implications of TRICARE-forLife, how TRICARE-for-Life changed the standard for retiree benefits, the adjustments
to the benefit that were proposed, the legislative and executive branch preferences with
regard to this compensation policy, and how these policy preferences were reflected in
the interaction between the branches.
The dissertation also examines the procedural-oriented aspects of this case and
studies how the methods that Congress used affected the policy outcome. Specifically, it
considers the direct and indirect methods, including entitlements, that legislators used to
create and protect this policy.
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Supporting Research Questions
The following three supporting questions are organized according to Lindsay and
Ripley’s framework on types of defense policy and methods of congressional action. The
first supporting question refers to the policy-oriented impacts of Congress' decisions.
This research demonstrates that TRICARE-for-Life, a “structural” policy, may well have
dictated changes in “strategic” policy. The second group relates to the proceduraloriented aspects of this case. Specifically, how did the methods Congress used affect the
policy outcome?
Structural policy with strategic implications
How did the TRICARE-for-Life policy, a “structural” policy, affect the
“strategic” policies of the Department of Defense?
Direct action
In what ways does TRICARE-for-Life resemble an entitlement and how does that
impact the long-term ramifications of this benefit? How does Congress’ use of an
entitlement affect its relative influence in defense policymaking?
Hypothesis
This dissertation argues that Congress' decisions on TRICARE-for-Life represent
an assertiveness rarely noted in the literature. Both the substantive effects of the policy
and the methods Congress used to create and protect the policy have significant
implications for Congress’ influence in defense policymaking.
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Regarding my policy-oriented supporting question about the structural policy’s
effects on strategic policies, the research finds that Congress' legislative mandates created
an expensive benefit with long-term implications. Many scholars contend Congress is
most influential in structural policy and defers to the executive on matters of strategic or
critical consequence. However, TRICARE-for-Life is a structural policy with lasting
impacts on the military manpower system, namely cost growth and potential future
budgetary trade-offs. It is possible that Congress, albeit inadvertently, altered strategic
policy when it required DOD to provide medical care for older military retirees. As such,
one could argue Congress does, in fact, influence strategic policy.
For the process-oriented sub-questions about Congress’ use of entitlements, the
research shows that Congress rejected the executive's objections regarding the cost and
prematurity of TFL and established its own policy preferences in law. Obviously, the
legislature is meant to pass laws, but the particulars of this case are important for three
reasons. Scholars maintain that Congress’ resurgence since the 1970s has been mostly
through indirect rather than direct means. Yet, TRICARE-for-Life is an example of
Congress’ less utilized (or possibly just less noticed) direct involvement in national
security policymaking. Next, the analysis shows that Congress passed TRICARE-for-Life
over the formal objection of the president instead of deferring to him, which is common
according to the literature. Finally, because the research indicates that TRICARE-for-Life
is similar to an entitlement, only Congress can affect the policy’s future.
Because the evidence supports these two hypotheses, the dissertation concludes
that Congress was highly involved in establishing this particular policy. Additionally,
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Congress has affected military retiree health care and other areas of defense policy on a
strategic level. Finally, Congress will maintain a great amount of control in future
decisions on this policy. In short, the research demonstrates that Congress has had
significant involvement in national security policymaking.
Methodology
Many of the researchers in the Congress and National Security field use
qualitative methods to explore and interpret the highly nuanced aspects of this field.
Qualitative approaches are useful for helping the researcher to decode the many political,
institutional, and policy variables at play in the Congress and National Security field.
Furthermore, qualitative methods are well known for their utility in understanding the
“why” of the research subject. More specifically, several of the works reviewed in the
Congress and National Security literature employ the case study approach and rely on
document analysis and interviews.
Because of the complexity of the subject matter, the research question, and the
potential sources of information available, this dissertation uses qualitative analysis to
address the research question. The research design utilized the case study approach, and
the data collection and analytical methods were document analysis and interviews. A
variety of legislative and executive branch documents related to military benefits as well
as interview data from individuals directly involved in TRICARE-for-Life were collected
to conduct empirical analysis of the case. The following sections provide more
information on my chosen research design and methodology.
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Case Studies and Case Selection
The case study approach was chosen because it is appropriate for the type of
research question and is useful for appreciating context and understanding complex
phenomena. Case studies are well suited for research that seeks to answer a “how” or
“why” question about complex, contemporary social phenomena.120 Yin describes a case
study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and
within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident.”121 According to Gerring, “case studies often tackle
subjects about which little is previously known or about which existing knowledge is
fundamentally flawed.”122 The approach is also particularly useful for descriptive,
exploratory analysis of a single or limited number of units of a bounded phenomenon.123
Additionally, case studies are also constrained in drawing causal relationships. As
Gerring notes, “it is easier to conduct descriptive work than to investigate causal
propositions while working in case study mode.”124
This dissertation used the case study approach to investigate how Congress'
actions affected both defense policy and the legislature’s role in defense policymaking.
TRICARE-for-Life is an example of a contemporary policy that was recently created and
the effects of which continue to unfold. In studying this contemporary event, unlike a
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historical event, one can directly observe the policy’s ramifications and can access
interviewees who are or were directly involved in the policy. Additionally, the research
examines a policy area, military personnel compensation, that has not been fully explored
in the Congress and national security field and that modifies in important ways the
existing theory on how Congress operates in defense policymaking. Finally, the
dissertation seeks to conduct a descriptive and exploratory inquiry of the TRICARE-forLife case, rather than a causal one.
One criticism of the case study method is the concern that case studies offer a
weak basis for generalization. However, researchers who advocate the case study
approach argue case studies can, indeed, lead to generalizations. As Yin explains, “case
studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to
populations or universes. In this sense, the case study, like the experiment, does not
represent a ‘sample,’ and in doing a case study, your goal will be to expand and
generalize theories (analytic generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical
generalization).”125 This dissertation sought to generalize the case in the context of
previous academic propositions about Congress and national security policymaking, not
to draw conclusions about the whole population of congressional action in this policy
area.
The success of analytic generalization depends on careful consideration of case
selection. One must choose a case that allows the research to examine, challenge, or build
upon the theory in question. There are other potential cases, like military retirement or
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Concurrent Receipt, but TRICARE-for-Life is ideal for examining the research questions
for several reasons. First, its costs are significant, and it is one of many programs that
have contributed to the so-called unsustainable cost growth in military personnel
compensation and the resultant policy dilemma of budgetary trade-offs. Second,
Congress initiated this policy over the objections of the executive branch. The interbranch debate on this policy has been contentious, providing ample communication and
evidence for the document analysis. Third, it is a quintessential example of a “military
entitlement.” It meets all the criteria of the basic definition of an entitlement, and it also
carries other typical characteristics of entitlements like mandatory spending. Finally,
there is ample data available. It was a high profile topic the year it was enacted, which
provides a large amount of historical legislative documents and inter-branch
communications for analysis. Also, the executive attempted to alter the policy several
times since its establishment, generating data for this dissertation’s research each time.
There are only a few military compensation policies that the president has repeatedly
asked Congress to change. Given that the policy was enacted only fifteen years ago, it is
still possible to interview many of the individuals who participated in the establishment
of the policy. Additionally, because this program is accrual funded using a discrete trust
fund, budgetary data is reported and readily available.126 Other compensation programs
are often bundled into broader budget accounts, making it nearly impossible for
researchers to delineate the cost of specific benefits.
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Document Analysis
The primary objective of the document analysis was to assess congressional
methods of action, inter-branch policymaking dynamics, and the impact of TFL. The data
collected included historical records pertaining to TRICARE-for-Life legislation; official
statements expressing the two branches’ positions on the policy; and secondary sources
reporting the manpower, budgetary, and other effects of the TFL policy. For this
research, 245 primary sources from the 16 years spanning 2000 to 2015 were collected
and examined. Most documents were publicly available through the internet, and some
were accessed through the National Archives and congressional committee records.
Examples of these documents include legislative proposals the Department of Defense
submitted to Congress, bills such as annual National Defense Authorization Acts and
Defense Appropriations Acts, congressional committee reports, Statements of
Administration Policy the President transmitted to Congress, and the Congressional
Record of floor debate. Table 2 summarizes the number and type of congressional and
executive records studied. Documents are grouped in broad categories: executive requests
for funding or legislative authorities, legislation, executive responses to legislation,
public statements, and other documents. Executive requests comprise annual budget
requests and legislative proposals. Executive responses are official statements or
communication to the legislative branch that convey the presidential administration’s
position on bills or laws. They include signing statements and Statements of
Administration Policy. Documents categorized here as legislation included bills, laws,
and other materials associated with the legislative process, such as committee reports,
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conference reports, and Congressional Budget Office (CBO) cost estimates. Both
branches made public statements, which included speeches and press releases. For the
purposes of this analysis, statements at hearings and during floor debate were considered
public statements instead of legislation. Other documents included a DOD memorandum
on its legislative relations activities.

Table 2 Summary of Primary Sources Evaluated

Document Type
Executive Request
Executive Response
Legislation
Other
Public Statement
Grand Total

Executive Legislative Grand Total
137
137
24
24
45
45
2
2
4
33
37
167
78
245

When collecting statements or evidence of policy preferences, the analysis
focused on official communiqué between the branches (e.g. hearing testimony, White
House and DOD responses to legislation) rather than individual legislators’ public
statements (e.g. speeches, interviews). Because the research focused on the conflict and
compromise among the branches, it was more useful to evaluate documents that represent
formal statements of the institutions rather than the individual preferences of members.
Although it is prudent to treat Congress as a collection of 535 lawmakers with unique
agendas rather than one cohesive body,127 the actions of individual legislators can
represent varied positions and outlier tendencies that could have misled my analysis.
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Accordingly, the data was examined paying particular attention to evidence of endorsed
activity that represents Congress’ policy preferences in comparison to the executive’s.
This includes bills passed by committee, the House, or the Senate128 as well as
communication from the chairmen and ranking members of the four congressional
defense committees (i.e. press releases, letters).129 To clarify, bills or amendments that
were introduced but not incorporated into final legislation sent to the president were not
included as evidence of direct congressional action that changed the outcome of
TRICARE-for-Life. Rather, such unsuccessful legislative initiatives express only the
intent of some members of Congress, not the official position of Congress as a whole.
Finally, numerous secondary sources were collected that are not accounted for in
Table 2 above. These materials were used to analyze the manpower, budgetary, and other
policy effects of the TRICARE-for-Life benefit. Such sources included required reports
DOD submitted to Congress that evaluate the program and CBO reports that examine the
costs of TFL and other military compensation.
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Interviews
To supplement the document analysis, I conducted limited, select semi-structured
interviews with participants from Congress, DOD, and OMB. Interview data included
how the TRICARE-for-Life legislation came to pass, the executive’s reactions to it,
congressional-executive interactions in the years following its enactment, the
policymaking dynamics of the case, and the strategic effects of the policy on military
manpower and defense budgeting. This interview data offers the field new evidence on
the research topic.
Qualitative research interviewing is a useful addition to my research because the
central focus of this method is to interpret meaning. Kvale states that interviewing,
“attempts to understand the world from the subjects’ points of view, to unfold the
meaning of peoples’ experiences, to uncover their lived world prior to scientific
explanations.”130 Of course, interpretation can be both a strength and a weakness of this
method. One must be conscientious of misinterpretation, reflexivity, and lack of
objectivity. Other criticisms of interviewing include its overall “unscientific” nature
(compared to quantitative methods) and the practical difficulties in executing the
technique.131 Nevertheless, the flexibility of qualitative interviewing allowed me to
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examine the multi-layered aspects of my research topic for a more comprehensive
understanding.
The dissertation interviews provided insight into the intent and significance of
Congress’ actions, the communication between the branches, and the effects of the TFL
policy. I interviewed individuals who either were involved in the creation of TRICAREfor-Life or worked on TFL and other military compensation policies since its adoption in
2000. By the nature of how TFL and other defense policy are developed, there are very
few people who had direct involvement in the creation or subsequent protection of this
policy. Consequently, there are a limited number of people who can be interviewed for
firsthand information on the inter-branch dynamics of how the executive and Congress
interacted on TFL. Twenty-four senior level policymakers, including a former member of
Congress, a deputy secretary of defense, several under secretaries of defense, and staff
directors of congressional defense committees, were interviewed. The participants were
selected for their direct involvement in the TFL policy and their knowledge of this
compensation policy and/or its effects on annual defense budgets. Table 3 depicts the
expertise of the selected interviewees. Thirteen participants worked primarily in military
personnel policy and five worked mostly in defense budgeting. Six interviewees held
positions, such as a staff director of a defense committee, with responsibility for a broad
range of issues.
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Table 3 Expertise of Interview Participants

Expertise
Broad
Defense/Budgeting
Military/Personnel/Policy
Grand-Total

Total
6
5
13
24

Table 4 provides summary data on the branch of government with which the
interviewees affiliated over the course of their careers. More than half of the participants
served in both branches of government, which provided useful insights into both
environments and perspectives and aided in my evaluation comparing the two branches’
agendas, methods of action, and influence. Fourteen participants worked in both the
legislative and executive branches during their career. Six served solely in Congress, and
four worked exclusively within the executive branch.

Table 4 Career Affiliations of Interview Participants

Career	
  Affiliation	
  
Legislative	
  Branch	
  
Congress	
  
Executive	
  Branch	
  
DOD	
  
OMB	
  
DOD	
  &	
  OMB	
  
Both	
  Branches	
  
Congress	
  &	
  DOD	
  
DOD	
  &	
  CBO	
  
Grand	
  Total	
  

Total	
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6	
  

	
  

1	
  
2	
  
1	
  

	
  

11	
  
3	
  
24	
  

Table 5 illustrates the participants’ affiliation at the time TRICARE-for-Life was
enacted in 2000. Of those interviewees who were present in government at the time of
enactment, roughly equal numbers worked in the legislative and executive branches (10
and 9, respectively). Five did not work in government in 2000 but later entered or
returned to government service and worked on TFL and other military compensation
policies.

Table 5 Affiliations of Interview Participants during Enactment of TRICARE-for-Life

Affiliation	
  
Legislative	
  Branch	
  
Executive	
  Branch	
  
Not	
  in	
  Government	
  
Grand	
  Total	
  

Total	
  
10	
  
9	
  
5	
  
24	
  

The following interview format and ethical considerations were followed. The
interviews were semi-structured. Initial questions were followed with clarifying or
additional questions, and a conversational format allowed for comfortable, free-flowing
dialogue. All interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder, as no participants
declined the request to do so. Records of each interview were retained, but in order to
encourage frank discussion, the respondents were promised anonymity. Accordingly, the
names and identifying characteristics of interviewees are withheld from the dissertation
by mutual agreement. Appendix A lists the interviews by date and location. Additionally,
all statements were considered to be the personal views of the interviewees, not the
official position of their current or past employers. The information gathered in the
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interview process related to historical events, policymaking dynamics, and the strategic
effects of military compensation policy, not the participants’ personal characteristics,
opinions, or behavior. Because the interviewees themselves were not the focus of the
research, they were not human subjects. Thus, this research project did not require
approval from the Human Subjects Review Board.132
The results of the case study are reported in the next chapter.
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V. THE LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE STRUGGLE OVER TRICARE-FOR-LIFE

During the wave of military compensation expansion in the 2000s, Congress not
only refrained from the deferential behavior or secondary status characterized in the
literature; it led. In the case of the development and protection of the TRICARE-for-Life
policy, specifically, Congress advanced its policy agenda despite the objections of the
executive. In fact, the intensity of both branches’ actions increased as the legislative
process progressed.
Using historical legislative documents, official communications between the
branches, and interview data, this case study presents evidence that it was the legislative
branch, not the executive, that ultimately dictated the pace and form of this important
policy change. In the several years following the creation of TRICARE-for-Life,
Congress has firmly protected this entitlement. Even today an ongoing dispute continues
between the branches on the generosity of this benefit. For several years, the executive
has challenged the notion of free access to the TFL benefit, and every year the legislature
emphatically rejects such requested fees for TFL.
This chapter recounts how TRICARE-for-Life was established, first with a
synopsis of the policy agendas of the various actors, then with a chronicle of the
legislative activity and inter-branch communications that eventually resulted in the TFL
benefit. It then details the executive’s various efforts since 2000 to alter TFL and
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Congress’ rejection of these initiatives. Such data are evidence of Congress’ proactive
legislative style in military pay and benefits policy.
Creation of TRICARE-for-Life in 2000
Several interview respondents recalled how different the circumstances were for
defense policymaking in 2000 compared to today. Before recounting the creation of
TRICARE-for-Life, it is essential to note the key factors that influenced policymakers’
perspectives in 2000. Perhaps the most important feature of historic context, as depicted
by interviewees, was the federal budget surplus at the time. By the end of 2000, White
House estimates projected the surplus would reach almost $5 trillion by 2010. Adding to
the encouraging outlook was the fact that these projections continued to climb in spite of
the economic downturn in the late 1990s. Such a surplus fueled policymakers’ interest in
expensive policies in the early 2000s, such as prescription drug coverage under Medicare
and tax cuts.133 With large surpluses, it was increasingly difficult to abide by the Budget
Enforcement Act and its PAYGO rules. “Budget controllers cannot enforce the rules with
the same zeal when money is abundant as they can when resources are tight.”134 This
temptation was no different for legislators interested in securing a better health care
benefit for Medicare-eligible military retirees.
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By the year 2000, the Cold War had been over for almost a decade and the
Defense Department was operating in a peace dividend. “Adjusted for inflation, defense
outlays were almost $100 billion less in 1998 than they had been a decade earlier.”135 Of
course, policymakers did not know during consideration of TRICARE-for-Life that a
year later the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 would begin another protracted
military engagement and a consequent surge in military spending, including costs for a
large number of expanded pay and benefits. Rather, in 2000 the focus in military
personnel issues was an attempt to restore the erosion in military compensation that
occurred in previous decades. For example, the executive branch proposed improvements
to the military’s basic pay, and in 1999 Congress reversed DOD’s previous costconscious change to the retirement benefit for service members entering the military after
1986.136
Finally, interviewees noted institutional factors that affected the historical context.
TRICARE-for-Life was enacted in 2000 during in a presidential and congressional
election year. Naturally, this influenced to some degree agendas and outcomes.
Furthermore, in the late 1990s the Republican Party controlled Congress and a
Democratic president occupied the White House. According to one interview respondent,
Republicans “were bent on showing how weak, ineffectual, and feckless the Clinton
Administration was, and so they began just throwing money at problems. And the
Democrats in Congress piled on because they didn’t want to be seen as weak in the next
135
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election.”137 This trend of the parties one-upping each other on national security issues
escalated in the 2000s with the 2004 and 2006 elections, which contributed to the pay and
benefits expansion noted in chapter three.138 In summation, at the time TRICARE-forLife was considered, the budget had been balanced, the military was emerging from a
peace dividend and could afford to rectify long-standing compensation issues, and
partisan political forces were converging, although they were not as strong as later in the
2000s.
Policy Agendas
In 2000 when Congress accelerated its efforts to address the issue of health care
for military retirees aged sixty-five and older, these retirees had limited access to medical
care through the Department of Defense. Some could be seen at the dwindling number of
military treatment facilities on base, but many relied on Medicare. Interest groups
representing this population of retirees grew vocal about the health care benefit they
believed they were owed. As will be discussed below, Congress and the Clinton
Administration were sympathetic but differed on how to proceed.
As explained in chapter three, in 2000 there were four demonstration programs in
progress to test new policy options for delivering health care to military retirees over
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sixty-five. The options included DOD-provided health care with reimbursements from
Medicare (“Medicare subvention”), a DOD-provided supplement to Medicare,
participation in the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program, and access to
TRICARE’s pharmaceutical coverage. With these pilot programs underway, the
executive branch’s preferred approach for dealing with the retiree healthcare challenge
was to resource and execute the pilot projects, study their results, and then explore
options to provide better healthcare access for older retirees. DOD understood there were
problems throughout the military healthcare system, particularly in its administration and
customer support. The Department of Defense sought, first, to improve care for active
duty troops and their families and, then, address Medicare-eligible retirees’ access. This
prioritization is evident in the fiscal year 2001 budget request, legislative proposals, and
public statements.
The president’s FY 2001 defense budget request showed an interest in improving
health care benefits overall, but did not pursue new programs for retirees. The
Department proposed four major improvements to active duty service members’ health
care, but for the sixty-five and older population, it continued its course of analysis and
exploration: “The Department is studying a wide range of other improvements, including
options to improve health care benefits for over-65 military retirees.”139 Additionally,
between February 25 and May 26, 2000, the Department of Defense transmitted to
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Congress 14 packages of legislative proposals, each with several suggested legislative
provisions.140 The contents of the Department’s legislative proposals represent the
executive’s official position.141 In 2000, DOD did not recommend any legislative
initiatives pertaining to health care for military retirees aged sixty-five and older. The
executive branch clearly intended to make great progress on healthcare in 2000, but its
first concern was easing dissatisfaction among active duty beneficiaries.142
Additionally, although senior military and Defense Department officials pledged
commitment to retirees during hearing testimony, they cautioned lawmakers on the
substantial costs associated with any additional benefits and endorsed the pilot projects
already underway. The co-chair of the Defense Medical Oversight Committee, Admiral
Donald L. Pilling, testified, “We support the demonstration programs funded in the
President’s budget and will continue to pursue the definition and financing of a stable
long-term benefit for retirees.”143 “We discourage any provisions to expand these
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programs prior to the completion of congressionally required studies and reports,” the
chief of staff of the Army, General Eric K. Shinseki stated.144
It is worth noting the role the military played in the debate on TFL. Overall,
interaction on the policy mostly occurred between the Clinton Administration officials
and congressional actors. The military expressed their opinion about the need for such a
benefit, but also publicly supported the administration’s position to study the various
policy options before committing to one permanent benefit. Interview participants
recalled that legislators often pointed to the military’s support for older retirees’ health
care as contributing to the grounds for the policy. In general, interview respondents noted
that the military sometimes aligns itself with Congress against an administration’s
policies. Furthermore, occasionally Congress uses the military’s requests as justification
when lawmakers wish to pursue a policy unpopular with the executive.
Despite the executive branch’s preference to proceed pragmatically, most
members of Congress were eager to deliver a swift solution to the issue of retiree health
care. The moment was opportune. In addition to the historical context such as the national
budget surplus explained above, momentum had built from earlier actions to catch up
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military pay and benefits after decades of neglect. In the previous year, for example,
Congress passed comprehensive reform of the military retirement system.145
More important, legislators were motivated by the passions of constituents and
interest groups who fervently urged legislators to take immediate action. A cautious,
incremental approach was unacceptable to them. One constituent confronted then-Senate
Majority Leader, Trent Lott (R-MS), “[You] should be leading the fight. Instead, it is
widely reported that you favor a bite-size approach to nibble by bits and pieces at the
problem rather than meeting it head on.”146 A retired master sergeant said, “I cannot
understand why the Congress of the United States cannot understand the urgency. To us,
they’re playing a game for crying out loud, and they’re playing a game with our lives.”147
Influenced by this passion, many members of Congress believed military retirees who
had served their country honorably were being denied the medical care they expected in
the older stages of their lives. Rep. Taylor stated on the floor of the House that it was
Congress’ constitutional responsibility to provide this benefit regardless of the executive
not supporting it: “I am disappointed also that the administration has not been more
helpful. But a reading of the Constitution will tell both of us that no money may be drawn
from the Treasury except by an appropriation by Congress. Just because the
administration did not help enough no way absolves us from doing our job.”148
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Actions Taken
The strong congressional interest noted in the previous section developed into a
new benefit during action on the Floyd D. Spence National Defense Authorization Act
for Fiscal Year 2001 (FY 2001 NDAA). Both the House and Senate Armed Services
Committees reported out bills, H.R. 4205 and S. 2549, that included a pharmacy benefit
for retirees and extended the three existing demonstration programs for retiree healthcare.
The executive branch registered its concerns several times as the FY 2001 NDAA
advanced through the legislative cycle and Congress grew closer to a healthcare benefit
for Medicare-eligible retirees. As the legislative cycle advanced, each branch’s position,
as well as its actions and responses to the other, intensified. As can be seen in the
evidence below, throughout the process Congress dictated the pace and form of this
significant policy change.
Congress Takes Action
In the House, the Armed Services Committee noted its disappointment that the
President’s budget included only a few of the healthcare reforms expected. “The request
was notably bereft of any initiatives to improve military health care benefits available to
Medicare-eligible military retirees.”149 The House Armed Services Committee (HASC)
reported out a bill, H.R. 4205, that included a pharmacy benefit for retirees and extended
the three existing demonstration programs for retiree healthcare. The House later passed
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by a vote of 406 to 10 an amendment to extend nationwide and make permanent the
TRICARE Senior Prime demonstration program, or Medicare subvention.150
Like the HASC, the Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC) extended the
three demonstration programs and instituted a form of the pharmacy benefit in S. 2549,
its version of the FY01 NDAA.151 In similar fashion to the House, the Senate amended
the bill on the floor by a vote of 96 to 1 to include a provision that would offer Medicareeligible military retirees coverage under TRICARE.152 Medicare would be the first payer
for services provided, and TRICARE would reimburse for some services that Medicare
does not cover. Beneficiaries would have to participate in Medicare Part B.153 Due to
budgetary restrictions and parliamentary points of order, the amendment only authorized
coverage for two years (fiscal years 2002 and 2003). This kept the bill within the
mandatory spending caps established under that year’s budget resolution.154
The Executive Opposes the Legislation
Initially, in response to the committee-reported version of the House measure,
President Bill Clinton’s Statement of Administration Policy (SAP) reiterated his
administration’s preference that demonstration programs be completed and studied before
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expanding benefits. It also noted that demonstrations should not be extended longer than
one or two years. The SAP stated, “The Administration appreciates the Committee's
support for allowing demonstrations to run their course and be evaluated in advance of
decisions regarding expansion or permanent implementation. However, the
Administration believes that the subvention demonstration should be extended only one
or two years.”155 Interestingly, almost immediately after receiving the SAP warning
against a long-term extension, the full House accepted an amendment to H.R. 4205 to
extend the Medicare subvention demonstration program nationwide and make it
permanent.
In the SAP on the committee-passed S. 2549, the President maintained his
position that demonstration programs must run their course and be evaluated before
considering longer-term options. Referring to the SASC’s extension of the demonstration
programs, “The Administration is concerned about long-term or permanent extensions or
expansions … without an evaluation.”156 Just as the House did, one day after receiving its
SAP, the Senate amended its bill on the floor to include a provision that would extend for
two years the demonstration program that offered Medicare-eligible military retirees
access to TRICARE.157
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Although senators offered amendments that would have provided longer term or
permanent health care coverage, the Senate was unable to adopt these amendments
because they would have authorized more mandatory spending than that year’s budget
resolution allowed. The amendment offered by Senator John Warner (R-VA) that
ultimately passed was modified from its original version to restrict the number of years
the program would authorize in order to bring the bill within the constraints of the budget
resolution.158 Senator Tim Johnson (D-SD) also offered an extensive retiree medical
program. However, his policy to allow older military retirees permanent, full access to
the FEHBP violated the Budget Act.159
Once the full House and Senate acted, each converting a different demonstration
project into a healthcare program for older retirees, the executive branch grew more
concerned. The SAP to the committee-passed fiscal year 2001 Department of Defense
Appropriations Bill conveyed disapproval of the House appropriations bill not funding
the expanded and extended Medicare subvention program in the House-passed
authorization bill, as well as the program’s sizable costs and prematurity.160 Additionally,
in a letter to the Senate Armed Services Committee, Secretary of Defense William Cohen
warned that congressionally initiated health benefits, “create billions of dollars of new
unfunded discretionary as well as mandatory pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) costs. Unless the
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PAYGO costs of this bill are reduced or offset, its enactment could result in an acrossthe-board sequester of mandatory programs, including Medicare, veterans, and
agricultural programs.” Regarding the expanded retiree benefits in both bills, he pleaded,
“…[M]ore work is needed on these proposals before deciding which, if any, should be
pursued and how to fund those without hurting our overall health care operations or other
defense priorities. I urge the Congress to proceed with caution and refrain from
mandating new unfunded benefits [emphasis added].”161
Finally, the Department of Defense also submitted an official appeal for the
conferees’ consideration during the House-Senate conference on the FY01 NDAA. It
argued the initiatives in the House and Senate bills were premature and costly: “The
Department urges deferral of the expanded benefits for military retirees over sixty-five in
Senate section 701 and House section 725 pending further evaluation and full funding of
any expanded benefit.”162 These executive objections had little bearing on the outcome,
as the next section will demonstrate.
Congress Passes TRICARE-for-Life Despite Executive’s Opposition
Despite the executive’s official statements of reservation, the conference
committee agreed to a program now commonly known as TRICARE-for-Life. The
conference report on the FY01 NDAA essentially included a permanent version of the
Senate floor amendment. Specifically, it amended the eligibility conditions for TRICARE
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by removing the exclusion for individuals who are entitled to Medicare upon turning 65.
In other words, it allowed individuals who are entitled to Medicare upon turning sixtyfive to continue using the TRICARE system. Medicare would be the first payer for
services provided, and TRICARE would supplement coverage by paying for deductibles,
copayments, and other expenses not covered under Medicare. In effect, the Government
would pay 100% of TFL users’ medical costs in most cases.163 According to the CBO
cost estimate of the final conference outcome, the TFL program would cost roughly $60
billion in mandatory spending and $9.5 billion in discretionary spending over ten
years.164
To pay for the program, the Act also included a provision establishing an accrual
fund called the Department of Defense Medicare-Eligible Retiree Health Care Fund.
DOD must pay into the trust fund the amount estimated to be required for the cost of
future medical benefits of current military personnel and their dependents.165 Because the
authorizing statute for TRICARE-for-Life obligates the government to provide this
program to the specified beneficiaries, and it is paid for using accrual funding, the TFL
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program is classified as direct, or mandatory, spending.166 The following chapter will
explore the ramifications of designing the TFL program as an entitlement with mandatory
spending.
Senator Warner, who originally offered a short-term version of the TFL program
as a floor amendment to the NDAA, said during floor debate on the conference report
that he always planned to have a permanent TFL program but was limited by procedural
points of order under the Budget Act. “It had always been my intent to make this health
care benefit permanent.… During the defense authorization conference we had an
opportunity to make my retiree health care provisions permanent by converting the
benefit to an entitlement and creating an accrual account in the Treasury.”167 Senator
Warner took the first step toward TFL during floor consideration of the SASC-passed bill
with the intention of proceeding farther in conference.
There is an advantage to this approach. Conferences usually operate in an
informal, agreement-oriented fashion. After reaching agreement, conference reports are
treated as privileged business on the House and Senate floors, meaning that they can be
brought up at any time (for example, when opponents are out of town) and cannot be
amended. Conference reports are not usually rejected by the full chamber or recommitted
to the conference committee because of the procedural and political incentives to reach
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an agreement. To not reach final agreement during conference subjects the legislation to
further, very arduous and lengthy, deliberations, which ultimately could defeat the bill.168
All HASC and SASC conferees signed the conference report, signaling extensive
bipartisan, bicameral support of the legislation. The House floor debate that followed was
highly congratulatory of the efforts of the conferees. Representatives on the floor offered
high praise for the conference agreement, singling out the TFL provision. There was
almost no mention of the cost of the program or other concerns with the policy.169
Representative John Spratt (D-SC), a senior member of the HASC and ranking member
of the House Budget Committee, was the only legislator to caution the chamber, albeit in
a vacillating manner, on spending for the program:
“I am pleased in particular with the provisions of this bill that deal [sic] with retiree
health care.... Mr. Speaker, I am concerned, I am concerned that these provisions by
shifting so much spending from discretionary to mandatory will not leave the Pentagon
with any cost-containment incentives. I think that will bear our watching and oversight in
the future. But on balance, we owe it to our military retirees to continue medical coverage
after the age 65. It is an outrage that we have terminated it, and I strongly support these
provisions to right that wrong.”170

The House overwhelmingly passed the conference report.171
In the Senate, a point of order against the conference report due to TFL’s
mandatory spending was raised on the floor but ultimately waived. Senator Bob Kerrey
(D-NE) led the opposition, albeit small, to TFL during the floor debate. Sen. Kerrey
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argued the program’s expense was exorbitant, the promise of free lifetime health care had
been exaggerated, and the TFL policy was an admission that Medicare was an inadequate
program.172 Nine senators voted with Sen. Kerrey against the motion to waive the Budget
Act with respect to the conference report. The senators that spoke out against the policy
cited the cost. Despite the points raised in this debate, the conference report was adopted
by wide margins.173
TRICARE-for-Life was signed into law on October 30, 2000.174 In his signing
statement, President Clinton expressed satisfaction that the NDAA included several
policies to improve military compensation, but noted concern with one: TRICARE-forLife. The president stated he agreed with the essence of Congress’ intention, but had
reservations about how the benefit is structured and its consequent expense. “[T]he Act
provides comprehensive health care coverage to military retirees over the age of 65.
Although I am concerned that the Congress fails to deal fully with the high, long-term
cost of this new benefit, I am pleased overall with the way the Act supports individuals,
who dedicated so much to the service of our country.”175 The TFL provision was one of
hundreds of policies contained in the more than 500-page National Defense
Authorization Act that year. Although the executive branch earlier had urged Congress to
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exclude the provision, the president ultimately accepted it as part of a larger package of
important policies.
To summarize, the TFL policy evolved quickly from pilot programs, to a limited
commitment, to eventually a permanent, nationwide entitlement. This progression
occurred despite the objections of the executive. The opportune circumstances, including
the national budget surplus, as well as a united commitment to improving Medicareeligible military retiree health care encouraged the quick establishment of TRICARE-forLife. However, it was Congress’ proactive nature that propelled the policy to enactment
and a permanent mandate.
Protection of TRICARE-for-Life After 2000
Since the enactment of TRICARE-for-Life, Congress has acted to protect the
policy. The year after TFL was established, the president requested the authority to make
Medicare-eligible retirees choose between health care services provided through the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and TFL. Congress resolutely rejected the proposal
in favor of giving retirees access to both earned benefits. Additionally, in the late 2000s
and early 2010s, Presidents Bush and Obama argued, mostly unsuccessfully, for various
changes in military compensation to slow cost growth. To trim the cost of providing
services under TRICARE-for-Life, DOD sought TFL enrollment fees each year between
2012 and 2015 as part of the president’s budget requests. Every year Congress rejected
the proposals.
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Dual Coverage under TRICARE-for-Life and VA
In his management agenda for FY 2002, the president described a growing
challenge with the DOD and VA healthcare systems. He argued the two systems suffer
overlap, which had escalated with the implementation of TFL: “DOD’s health care
system, originally designed to treat primarily younger active-duty personnel plus some
under-65 retirees, has evolved to cover more beneficiaries over 65. DOD’s patient
demographics are thus becoming increasingly similar to those of VA, which has been
treating the over 65 population for many years.”176 In response, the president pursued
four initiatives to improve coordination, one of which was the statutory authority to
require military retirees eligible for both TFL and VA health care to enroll in only one
program.177 In hearing testimony, the Secretary of the VA explained the need for this
legislative change:
“The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001 established a new DOD
benefit for military retirees over age 64 who have Medicare coverage. These retirees will
be able to use their own private doctors for free care and receive a generous drug benefit.
Currently, 240 thousand of these retirees are enrolled in VA's health care system. Our
budget assumes that 27 percent of them will switch to the DOD benefit in 2002, which
shifts $235 million in VA medical liabilities to DOD. This recent legislative change
underscores a critical need for better coordination between VA and DOD. The
Administration is seeking legislation to ensure DOD beneficiaries who are eligible for
VA medical care enroll with only one of these agencies as their health care provider. We
will work with DOD to avoid duplication of services and enhance the quality and
continuity of care.”178
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In response, both the authorization and appropriations bills not only failed to
provide the requested statutory authority, but they also proactively banned the executive
from implementing such a policy. Congress passed legislative language that mandated,
“None of the funds provided by this Act may be used for the purpose of implementing
any administrative proposal that would require military retirees to make an ‘irrevocable
choice’ for any specified period of time between Department of Veterans Affairs or
military health care under the new TRICARE for Life plan.”179
During floor debate on this provision, members of both parties supported the ban.
Democrats explained how veterans must retain access to both systems, as they provide
different services. Republicans noted that they supported the Bush Administration’s
attempt to make the two systems serve beneficiaries more efficiently, but they supported
the prohibition because too little information was available.180 For example, one member
stated, “Military retirees have devoted their lives to serving our country. We will breach
our commitment if we allow the VA and the Department of Defense to simply implement
their proposal that eliminates veterans' choice of providers. The truth is that these two
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systems provide very different packages of services and military retirees have earned the
right to both.”181
The preceding was the first of many actions Congress took to firmly reject the
president’s proposals to limit TFL. The legislature went beyond merely denying the
executive’s request and instead used its lawmaking authority to prohibit it. Prohibitions
are an important aspect of direct action. The next section will show how Congress used
both prohibitions and silent denials to uphold its desired policy.
TRICARE-for-Life Enrollment Fees
The president’s budget requests for FY 2013, FY 2014, FY 2015, and FY 2016
included an annual premium for TFL, which has been free to retirees since its creation.182
The DOD described these fees as modest and advocated them by comparing TFL to
“Medigap” health-care coverage, which many seniors buy to supplement Medicare.183
The TFL fees proposed in the FY 2013 budget request would have been phased in
over four years, tiered according to service members’ retired pay, and indexed to medical
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inflation (increases in National Health Expenditures).184 In the second attempt as part of
the FY 2014 budget request, DOD tried a slightly different approach. First, the proposal
would have applied only to future retirees, not beneficiaries already using TFL. Second,
the annual fee would have been based on a percentage of the service member’s retired
pay up to a ceiling, with a separate ceiling for general officers. Third, the annual fee
proposed in FY 2014 would have been indexed to the retiree cost of living adjustment
(COLA) rather than medical inflation, which guarantees more gradual fee increases and
protects military retirees from disruptions in the national healthcare market.185 These
adjustments were safer for beneficiaries and perhaps more tolerable to the retiree
community and Congress. The FY 2015 and FY 2016 proposals again would have
grandfathered existing TFL beneficiaries, based the annual TFL enrollment fees on a
percentage of retirement pay, and indexed the fees to COLA.186
Congress, however, viewed the imposition of any fees at all as reducing the TFL
benefit. When legislators established the TFL policy in 2000, they made known their
position on cost shares. Congress believed that retirees were already paying for the
benefit with their Medicare Part B premiums. They intended for the TFL program to be
free of charge. In fact, the conferees instructed, “While extending
184
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TRICARE/CHAMPUS eligibility to Medicare-eligible beneficiaries, the conferees direct
the Secretary of Defense to refrain from using deductibles and copayments, in
recognition of their participation in Medicare Part B as a condition of participation.”187
Unsurprisingly, every year that the president requested a TFL enrollment fee,
Congress rejected the proposals and the budgetary savings they would have created. As
one reporter summarized at the time, “Trims to any benefits will get a cacophony of
complaints from Congress.”188 In the first two years, Congress not only denied the
president’s request, but it also expressly forbade the DOD from taking any action to
implement TFL premiums.
First, the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 2013 included a sense-ofCongress provision expressing that the unique and extraordinary demands required of a
career in the military have earned retirees a quality healthcare benefit during
retirement.189 Of note, an earlier, House-passed draft of this sense-of-Congress provision
included even stronger language. It stated, “…[C]areer members of the uniformed
services and their families endure unique and extraordinary demands and make
extraordinary sacrifices over the course of a 20- to 30-year career in protecting freedom
for all Americans; and (2) those decades of sacrifice constitute a significant pre-paid
premium for health care during a career member’s retirement that is over and above what
187
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the member pays with money.”190 Later, in the Consolidated and Further Continuing
Appropriations Act of 2013, Congress prohibited the DOD from spending any
appropriated funds to implement an annual fee for TFL.191
Congress repeated this moratorium the following year when the president again
sought an annual TFL premium in his FY 2014 budget request.192 Also in the FY 2014
legislative cycle, the authorization committee in the House formalized its objection to the
DOD-recommended TFL fee. In the House Armed Services Committee’s written
rationale for the committee’s FY 2014 bill, the HASC explains its position on TRICARE
fees in general, which includes fees pertaining to TRICARE-for-Life:
“Committee members believe access to quality healthcare during retirement is a benefit
earned through prior service to our nation. Mindful of Congress’ commitment to service
members and their families, the legislation would reject proposals to increase some
TRICARE fees or establish new TRICARE fees. The committee has already put
TRICARE on a sustainable path through reforms enacted in several recent defense
authorization acts. Those reforms connect TRICARE fee increases to retiree cost of
living increases. The record of the Department of Defense in incorrectly calculating
TRICARE costs and its repeated requests to transfer billions of unused dollars out of the
program to cover other underfunded defense priorities raises questions about repeated
claims by the Department that the Defense Health Program is unsustainable.”193

The committee clearly disagreed with the DOD’s management, particularly the funding,
of the TRICARE program. It argued that by connecting the fees that non-Medicareeligible retirees pay to the cost of living increases in retired pay the committee already
addressed the growing costs of the program. It questioned DOD officials’ claims that the
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military health care program was growing too costly and would eventually become
unaffordable.
In so doing, legislators exercised their authority over the authorizing statute and
the program’s resources and denied the president’s request for an enrollment fee for TFL.
They proactively used the power they had to alter the Department’s charted course for
TRICARE.
In FY 2015 and FY 2016, Congress did not authorize the introduction of annual
premiums for TFL, silently refusing the president’s proposal.194 Committee statements
made the legislative branch’s prerogative clear: “The committee remains focused on
making certain that the Department’s cost-saving measures are centered on achieving the
most efficient Military Health System possible before significant cost-sharing burdens are
placed on TRICARE beneficiaries [emphasis added].”195 Although the legislature did not
continue its practice of explicitly forbidding annual fees for TFL, its inaction on the
matter clearly expressed its refusal of the executive’s request.
Not surprising, the president issued official objections in response to these
congressional actions. In response to the FY 2013 NDAA, the president stated, “In a time
when all public servants recognize the need to eliminate wasteful or duplicative spending,
various sections in the Act limit the Defense Department's ability to direct
scarce resources towards the highest priorities for our national security. …[T]he
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Department has endeavored to constrain manpower costs by recommending prudent cost
sharing reforms in its health care programs. By failing to allow some of these cost
savings measures, the Congress may force reductions in the overall size of our military
forces.”196 The president also spoke specifically about the savings Congress rejected
when it denied his request to increase TRICARE fees, which includes the TFL enrollment
fee. President Obama cautioned the House and Senate on their FY 2014 defense bills
when he stated, “The projected FY 2014 TRICARE savings of $902 million and $9.3
billion through FY 2018 are essential for DOD to successfully address rising personnel
costs. DOD needs these savings to balance and maintain investments for key defense
priorities, especially amidst significant fiscal challenges posed by statutory spending
caps. The Administration strongly urges the Congress to support the proposed TRICARE
fee initiative.”197 As is typical at the president’s level, communication referred to all
TRICARE or compensation reform proposals in general, which includes the requested
TFL enrollment fees. In each of the four years that the executive requested and the
Congress denied TFL enrollment fees, the president submitted an official statement
objecting to Congress’ action.198
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Congress’ actions to protect TFL against an enrollment fee demonstrate its
assertiveness. In the first two years, lawmakers passed law prohibiting the introduction of
a fee. In FY 2015, Congress stayed silent on the matter, effectively denying the request.
The literature states direct action is action taken that affects substantive policy. However,
the literature doesn’t explicitly account for the absence of action that prevents substantive
policy changes. These silent denials can have meaningful effects. In the case of the TFL
enrollment fees, the president’s budget request included a certain level of funding for the
military’s personnel accounts that assumed the enrollment fees would be authorized. Had
they been, the government would have collected fees from beneficiaries, therefore
requiring less appropriated resources to run the TFL program. By not authorizing the
DOD to collect these fees, Congress reduced the planned budgetary savings that year. For
example, by silently rejecting the enrollment fee for future TFL users (not existing
beneficiaries) in the FY 2015 budget request, Congress forwent savings of $750 million
in FY 2015 and $4.1 billion in the FY 2015 to FY 2019 period.199 This dissertation argues
that when Congress silently denies the executive’s requested funding or authorities, it is a
powerful form of direct action.
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Summary
In summary, legislators progressed from expanding demos by one to two years
and to a few more cites to, ultimately, a permanent and nationwide program. Along the
way, the executive’s official statements grew more direct in their disapproval. By the
time the bills went to conference, the Secretary of Defense had argued that initiatives in
the House and Senate bills were premature and costly. Specifically, he said they would
create billions of dollars of new discretionary and mandatory costs and would threaten
the overall healthcare program, as well as other critical defense priorities elsewhere in the
budget. Congress passed TRICARE-for-Life anyway, and the implications have been
significant. Congress gambled on an untested, permanent, costly program, as the next
chapter will detail.
In the years following the creation of TRICARE-for-Life, Congress asserted its
policy preferences many times to protect the benefit. The legislature denied several
requests made over more than a decade. It also published committee statements, used
Sense of Congress legislation, and passed prohibitions on funds to prevent the president
from pursuing policies that Congress disagreed with. The interaction between the two
branches grew strained at times, as the following excerpt demonstrates. In response to
several years’ budget requests that sought a technical change in the method of financing
TFL, the conferees to the FY 2015 NDAA scolded the executive branch and forbade it
from continuing to pursue this legislative change:
“For the last several years, the Department of Defense (DOD) has proposed legislation
that, if enacted, would reduce its annual contribution to the Fund. These proposals have
come as part of the administration’s budget submission, and DOD continues to assume
discretionary savings in its budget that are tied to enactment of these proposals, despite
the fact that (1) there is no guarantee that Congress will support the proposals, and (2)
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even if Congress were to support such proposals, the timing of the annual contribution to
the Fund precludes DOD from realizing discretionary savings in the year of execution,
unless the annual defense bill is passed and signed by the President prior to October 1st.
We find this practice of assuming savings disingenuous at worst, and short-sighted and
impractical at best. Until a method is devised for DOD to realize year-of-execution
savings with respect to its contributions to the Fund, we strongly urge DOD to cease its
practice of assuming year-of-execution discretionary savings from legislative proposals
that effect outlays from the Fund. Such practice leaves DOD with military personnel
funding shortfalls even if Congress supports legislative proposals that yield short-term
discretionary savings [emphasis added].”200

According to Lindsay and Ripley’s concept of direct and indirect methods of
participation, the case of TRICARE-for-Life exhibited instances of all types of indirect
action. For example, during mark-up both the HASC and SASC altered the termination
date of demonstration programs in order to attain greater retiree participation and also to
foster a better evaluation. This action is characteristic of “procedural legislation.”
Legislators “framed opinion” with remarks at hearings, press releases, and floor
statements. Finally, the conferees utilized “anticipated reactions” when they included
language in the statement of managers that directed DOD to avoid user fees when
implementing TRICARE-for-Life.
Yet, it is Congress’ “direct” action—the substantive legislation—that is most
consequential. The literature often states that Congress is most successful at affecting
outcomes when it uses indirect means. However, Congress was particularly influential
when it mandated TRICARE-for-Life and later when it denied the executive’s requests to
alter it. In both instances (i.e., dual coverage under TFL and VA and TFL enrollment
fees), Congress not only declined to authorize the requested policies, but it also passed
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prohibitions against them. Additionally, in the FY 2015 legislative cycle, Congress
silently rejected the TFL enrollment fee. While not expressly defined in Lindsay and
Ripley’s work, this dissertation argues that Congress takes direct action when it rejects
the president’s budget requests and legislative proposals. As explained above, silent
denials can have important effects on programs and budgets. A direct action taken to
prohibit policy can be equally impactful as one taken to create new policy. Moreover, this
particular direct action can be characterized as an entitlement, which has additional
ramifications and will be discussed in the next chapter.
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VI. POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

When legislators mandated a nationwide and permanent TFL benefit before the
demonstration programs were complete, they essentially gambled on an untested and
costly policy that is extraordinarily hard to revise due to its traits as an entitlement (to be
discussed in detail below). Legislative action occurred despite the warnings of the DOD
and even some in Congress.201 The House Armed Services Committee, just five months
before supporting the enactment of TFL, questioned the prudence of converting a pilot
project into a permanent program. The HASC published in its committee report
accompanying the draft FY 2001 NDAA, “Neither the Department of Defense, nor
Congress, had sufficient information to move the currently running health care
demonstration programs for the military Medicare-eligible beneficiaries from the
demonstration to the permanent program stage.”202 In hearing testimony, the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) cautioned, the “demonstrations are in early stages of
implementation and, so far, conclusive evidence regarding beneficiary acceptance,
program cost, and the Department’s ability to adequately administer the demonstration
projects has yet to be established. While these proposals offer benefits that are attractive
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to beneficiaries, they have significant cost implications and may not yield improvements
in recruiting and retention.”203
In fact, the TRICARE Senior Supplement Demonstration program, which
essentially was extended to a permanent and nationwide program with the creation of
TRICARE-for-Life, was scheduled to start enrolling its 11,000 eligible users in March
2000 and begin offering benefits in April 2000, two months prior to the Senate adopting
an amendment that authorized the first two years of TFL. This demonstration program
had not likely seen any measurable results by the time TFL was enacted in October 2000.
The demo was scheduled to end December 31, 2002.204
Despite these warnings, Congress proceeded with a program that some, including
DOD, considered premature. Again, legislators often spoke publicly about the need to
rectify immediately the Medicare-eligible retirees’ healthcare problem. In the end, what
were the effects of TFL on the military healthcare system, the DOD’s manpower goals,
203
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and the defense budget? Furthermore, how do the strategic implications of congressional
action on TFL alter the common perception that Congress does not influence defense
policymaking in a significant way? This chapter examines the strategic policy
implications of TRICARE-for-Life. It discusses TFL’s effects on military health care,
manpower, and defense budgets. Additionally, it details how TFL is a military
entitlement and what this means for the program. Overall, TFL has had important
strategic implications for national security.
Effects on the Military Healthcare System
When Congress mandated TFL, it dramatically changed the landscape of the
military healthcare system. Prior to 2001 and the creation of TFL, roughly 88 percent of
military retirees over sixty-five used Medicare supplemental insurance or were covered
by Medicaid. By 2014 this figure had dropped to 14 percent as older retirees flocked to
the new military-provided benefit.205 By 2014 Medicare-eligible retirees and their
dependents accounted for 23 percent of eligible TRICARE users in the United States,
while active-duty personnel represented only 13 percent.206 All told, the DOD spends
more on medical care provided to former service members and their families than to
actual troops in uniform. Retirees sixty-five and older are the most expensive
beneficiaries per capita and have the highest usage rates by far of any other group.207 This
is a result of these older retirees’ healthcare needs, but also low cost-sharing. To reiterate,
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when users pay low or no fees for healthcare services, utilization of those services
increases. Under TRICARE-for-Life, in most cases users pay nothing for outpatient and
inpatient healthcare services and very little for prescription drugs.208 TFL users have a
relatively low rate of coinsurance (copayments and deductibles paid per dollar of health
care services utilized). In FY 2014, the coinsurance rate for TFL beneficiaries was 2.5
percent compared to 10.7 percent among their civilian counterparts. Consequently, these
beneficiaries have relatively high utilization rates. They consume 26 percent more
medical services than their civilian counterparts.209
At the time TRICARE-for-Life was created, there was some level of awareness
among lawmakers of the relationship between cost-sharing and usage rates. The trade-off
between free health care and high utilization of health services and resultant costs to the
Government was not discussed extensively. However, there were a couple of instances
when it was raised. Testifying before the HASC Military Personnel Subcommittee on the
FY 2001 NDAA, Stephen P. Backus, the Director of Veterans’ Affairs and Military
Health Care Issues at GAO cautioned lawmakers that “…eliminating cost-sharing…runs
counter to conventional health care cost containment strategy. Research has shown that
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the lack of cost-sharing leads to unnecessary utilization and higher costs. Virtually every
other health plan that I am aware of in this country has some sort of cost-sharing.”210
Some members of Congress understood the effect of no cost-sharing.
Representative Steve Buyer (R-IN), the chairman of the HASC Personnel Subcommittee,
advised future beneficiaries of the program that abuse of the free health care under TFL
would result in the introduction of user fees in the future: “I am going to speak directly
now to the seniors who are about to use this program. There are no co-pays and there are
no deductibles. If the utilization rates get out of whack, we are going to come back here
and impose co-pays and deductibles. They have been extended by this Congress as an
earned yet generous benefit. Do not abuse it.”211 However, Rep. Buyer’s intention to
introduce out-of-pocket costs in the future is unlikely to occur. It is difficult for Congress
to make such a change given the policy’s characteristics of an entitlement, which will be
discussed later in this chapter.
Rep. Buyer later spoke publicly about the difficulty in introducing fees to the
benefit. He acknowledged it was a mistake to exclude cost containment in the TFL
program design during a 2013 public hearing of the Military Compensation and
Retirement Modernization Commission on which he served as a commissioner. “I made a
huge error in the creation of TRICARE for Life, and that was I trusted future congresses,
that they would do the oversight and make the necessary increases and adjustments of the
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program. … I remember vividly in the discussions about cost containment about whether
[user fees] should be indexed…” He went on to describe that he never expected in 2000
to be embroiled in a several-year war during which any attempt to increase premiums
would be challenging for the force and difficult to accomplish.212
Despite the fact that an absence of cost-sharing yields over-utilization and higher
costs for the DOD, the FY 2001 NDAA conferees provided instructions in the
accompanying statement of managers that established a clear commitment to free health
care for Medicare-eligible retirees: “While extending TRICARE/CHAMPUS eligibility
to Medicare-eligible beneficiaries, the conferees direct the Secretary of Defense to refrain
from using deductibles and copayments, in recognition of their participation in Medicare
Part B as a condition of participation.”213 The conferees’ use of the word “direct” is
important because it gives the statement greater force. This is a unique category of report
language called “directive report language” (DRL) that the congressional defense
committees use to prompt DOD to take an action. While it is not legally binding, DOD
usually complies with DRL to avoid subsequent, more serious congressional action. DRL
is discussed in chapter seven as a type of direct action previously overlooked in the
literature.
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With the enactment of TFL, there was a dramatic increase in the number of
people drawing on military health care and the DOD’s healthcare budget. With virtually
no out-of-pocket costs, users have no incentive to make rational choices about their
healthcare usage, further driving up the costs to taxpayers. Nevertheless, these functional
issues seem slight to the program’s proponents who believe this is a promised benefit
with recruiting advantages. The next section explores the extent to which TFL aids
recruiting and retention.
Manpower Implications
In some hearing testimony during 2000 and a small number of interviews
conducted for this dissertation, it was argued that Medicare-eligible retirees’ health care
has an impact on recruiting. This section considers that testimony and evaluates TFL in
light of the scholarship on compensation’s effectiveness at recruiting and retaining
service members. This dissertation found that TFL is only slightly effective in increasing
the supply of manpower. The section covers retention first and then turns its attention to
recruiting.
The objective of the military compensation system is to manage personnel in
support of the military’s force structure needs, which predominantly includes recruitment
and retention. As DOD acknowledges, “Compensation, by the very nature of its basic
purpose, must support defense manpower policies that, in turn, support the military,
strategic, and operational plans of this nation.”214
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It is extremely difficult to attribute service members’ retention behavior to
particular benefits. Military compensation is a highly complex, interconnected system of
a variety of cash and non-cash, as well as immediate and deferred, benefits. A large
number of in-kind benefits are automatically provided to all service members without
election, making it hard to evaluate the perceived value each service member assigns a
benefit. Furthermore, there are a multitude of factors in addition to compensation
involved when members decide to remain in or separate from the military. Nevertheless,
one must evaluate the effectiveness of a program against its intended purpose. Data from
a DOD-administered survey in 1999, which was available at the time Congress passed
TFL and which GAO referenced during hearing testimony to the HASC Military
Personnel Subcommittee, revealed that dissatisfaction with military health care was not
one of the common causes for active duty military members considering separation. Only
three percent of the active-duty force said that lack of health care availability for retirees
was a top reason to separate. Also, 81 percent reported they were likely or very likely to
stay in the military for 20 years.215
Because TFL provides military retirees access to health care upon turning sixtyfive, it is a noncash, deferred benefit. As described in the literature review in chapter two,
this kind of benefit has limited utility in retaining troops during the first half of their
careers and a very small effect on attracting new recruits. Furthermore, survey data shows
the relative importance service members place on different types of compensation. The
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results found that troops do not value the level of the TFL benefit commensurate with the
amount of funding required to provide it.216
With regard to recruiting, during consideration of the FY 2001 NDAA, the SASC
Military Personnel Subcommittee heard testimony from military recruiters. These
enlisted service members who staffed recruiting stations across the country had first-hand
knowledge of what attracts young men and women into service. When asked if lifetime
health care affects recruiting, the witnesses on the panel agreed that money and education
benefits are what motivate recruits the most. This is consistent with the literature
described in chapter two.
On the other hand, one recruiter noted that if health care benefits were cut or
promises were not kept to retirees, some recruits with military parents who are frustrated
by the broken promise might be influenced by the parent.217 In later testimony the vice
chiefs of staff of the military services, who are four-star general and flag officers,
informed the subcommittee that retirees’ dissatisfaction with broken promises negatively
affects their recommendations to young recruits.218 Interview data confirms there was a
belief that retirees could influence recruits and this was a rationale that supporters used to
secure free health care for Medicare-eligible retirees.
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While existing scholarship finds that noncash compensation and deferred benefits
have limited positive effect on recruitment and retention, this is only one, albeit the
primary, purpose of military compensation. Many advocates believe the intangible effect
associated with increases in any type of compensation has helped preserve the allvolunteer force. Those who sought greater pay and benefits in the 2000s usually were
motivated by perceived insufficiencies and a moral obligation to military members to
repay them for their service, especially frequent, lengthy deployments to Iraq and
Afghanistan. This is valid reasoning, although data measuring the ability of TFL, in
particular, to affect people’s willingness to volunteer and serve is not readily available.
In addition to the traditional, compensation-oriented reasons for providing health
care to military retirees, DOD notes other secondary advantages. These include ensuring
“…the availability of physically acceptable and experienced personnel in time of national
emergency,” and providing “…military physicians and dentists exposure to the total
spectrum of demographically diverse morbidity, an experience that is necessary to
support professional training programs and ensure professional satisfaction for a medical
service career.”219
Overall, TFL is not particularly useful in recruiting or retaining military
personnel. As the literature summarized in chapter two states, money and education
benefits are the most important factors to recruits, and deferred, noncash benefits have a
limited effect on retaining service members. Recall that only 17 percent of the force
advances to retirement, and retirement can occur as early as age thirty-eight, 27 years
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before qualifying for TFL. This can cause TFL to seem like a distant benefit to the few
people who earn it.
Budgetary Implications
During debate on the final outcome of TFL, Sen. Phil Gramm (R-TX) said, “Not
only is this bill a budget buster—it will win the blue ribbon . . . of fiscal irresponsibility
and lack of financial discipline.”220 The amount spent each year on health care for retirees
sixty-five and older and their dependents grew to reach $10.7 billion in FY 2012.221
Several factors contribute to the increase in overall military health-care spending,
including the rise in benefits available and the number of claimants to them, low costsharing for beneficiaries and consequent excessive utilization of services, and general
medical inflation. However, TFL has been the largest single factor contributing to the
recent cost growth in the military’s medical program. Excluding TFL, the DOD’s healthcare costs have increased 90 percent between FY 2000 and FY 2012. However, when
TFL’s accrual fund is included, spending grew roughly 150 percent over the same
period.222
Health care, in general, has experienced considerable cost growth, which is
projected to continue. In 1990, health care accounted for 4 percent of DOD’s total
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budget. After the introduction of TRICARE in 1994, that figure rose to 6 percent. From
2000 to 2012, the health care budget increased 130 percent (excluding the effects of
inflation), causing health care to consume 10 percent of the overall defense budget by
2012.223 This is noteworthy considering the total defense budget increased markedly in
the 2000s. The DOD requested $47 billion for its military healthcare system in FY 2015,
which constituted 9 percent of the DOD’s non-war-related budget request.224 The
Congressional Budget Office estimates the DOD healthcare budget will increase by
roughly 40 percent to $65 billion by FY 2030.225 Figure 1 depicts the past and future cost
growth of the military’s health care, including a representation of the dramatic increase in
costs associated with the establishment of the TRICARE-for-Life benefit. Note, however,
that there are healthcare-related costs embedded in other areas of the defense budget,
which makes it difficult to get a full accounting of the true cost of military health care.
For example, military hospitals are funded generally from the armed services’ Military
Construction budget accounts and the service members that operate military treatment
facilities and care for beneficiaries are funded out of the Military Personnel accounts.
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Figure 1 Cost of DOD’s Military Healthcare System226
Source: Congressional Budget Office

Another budgetary impact of TFL is that it qualifies as mandatory spending,
which forces the internal allocation of DOD funds. When TFL was designed, lawmakers
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the benefit with accrual funds. “In an accrual budget, costs…are recognized during the
years in which the employees are working, not when the benefits are actually paid.”227 In
the case of TFL, DOD must pay into the MERHCF the amount estimated to be required
for the cost of future medical benefits of current military personnel and their dependents.
Accrual funding is direct spending and not subject to annual appropriations.228 Direct
spending is known as the budget authority, and resultant outlays, derived from
authorizing legislation, not appropriations bills. Direct spending, often used
interchangeably with mandatory spending, consists mostly of entitlements.229 Because of
the obligatory nature of entitlements, they must be satisfied before all other claims on the
budget. In effect, mandatory spending results in opportunity costs that affect other
programs, particularly if the size of the overall budget is limited.
As stated above, DOD health care costs are growing. Total military compensation
costs are also on the rise.230 Figure 2 illustrates the cost growth in military pay and
benefits from 2000 to 2014. The cost for military compensation increased 54 percent. The
resources required to fund military health care doubled. The other large cost driver was
the basic allowance for housing, which increased 133 percent.231
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Figure 2 Cost Growth in Military Compensation, 2000-2014232

Some military pay and benefits, namely TFL, Concurrent Receipt, and military
retirement, are funded though mandatory spending, which means DOD must resource
these accounts. Interview data shows that most other compensation programs, although
funded with discretionary spending, are considered sacrosanct and the budgets for troops’
pay and benefits are rarely jeopardized. Therefore, as “must-pay” military personnel
compensation increases, defense officials are presented with a policy dilemma. One
option is that DOD could pay for the military personnel programs at the expense of other
defense programs. Alternatively, if the cost to compensate service members is rising,
DOD could reduce the number of troops and consequently the compensation bill.
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“Changing the number of military personnel directly affects the costs to compensate,
train, equip, and support those personnel.”233 According to interviews and available
research, which will be highlighted below, it appears both trade-offs are happening
already to some extent.
One former DOD comptroller’s opinion is that in a period of expanding budgets,
as was experienced in the 2000s when additional funding was available to the DOD to
assist the war effort, there are no negative budgetary implications of expanded military
compensation. However, in times of contracting budgets and rising healthcare costs, as
we are experiencing now in the 2010s, there are important strategic ramifications. The
budgetary trade-offs in the short-term occur in the operations and maintenance accounts
in programs like training, equipment maintenance, and facilities upkeep, as well as in the
military construction accounts. In the long-term, the budgetary trade-offs will affect
weapons procurement and research and development.234 Naturally, it is difficult to
demonstrate empirically that the requirements to fund one program forces a reduction in
another program’s budget account. The choices to divert resources from priorities like
weapons modernization and readiness to military personnel take place during internal
budget deliberations and are not evident to the public. However, interview respondents
attest that these strategic choices occur.
The effect of these trade-offs causes concern for military readiness and ultimately
national security. Clifford Stanley, the under secretary of defense for personnel and
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readiness in 2010 attested, “While there is little question that those [compensation]
increases were necessary in the past, rising personnel costs could dramatically affect the
readiness of the Department.”235 In an open letter to Congress and the Secretary of
Defense, 10 leading defense think tanks argued, “every unnecessary base that remains
open, every excess civilian employee that remains on the payroll, and every mis-targeted
dollar of military compensation signifies, in the final sense, a theft from both the training
and equipping of our young men and women in uniform and, ultimately, the security of
our citizens.”236
The other kind of budgetary trade-off that can occur when military personnel
benefits are treated as virtually untouchable is a reduction in manning levels. As one
former under secretary of defense noted, “If your topline …is flat and your …[increasing
cost trajectory] of personnel doesn’t change, then you have to reduce the size of the
force.”237 Research has demonstrated there has been a rapid increase in the cost per
service member due to expanding pay and benefits in the 2000s. The cost of
compensation per active-duty troop grew 76 percent, adjusting for inflation, from FY
1998 to FY 2014.238 As the cost to compensate troops increase, and the budget is
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constrained, DOD can afford fewer troops. Since FY 2001, military compensation has
constituted approximately 29 percent of the DOD’s budget. In the same period, activeduty end strength declined slightly, causing some to argue policymakers reduced force
structure to hold military compensation costs to a third of the budget.239 This equally
dangerous trade-off results in fewer fighting units and could reduce US military
capabilities. Whether the DOD has been forced to make one or both of the budgetary
trade-offs described above, it stands to reason that increased military compensation
programs, including TRICARE-for-Life, have budgetary effects that cause important
strategic ramifications for national security.
Given the costs of TRICARE-for-Life, the question of affordability is raised,
When GAO testified to Congress at the beginning of the FY 2001 legislative cycle, the
GAO witness told the HASC Military Personnel Subcommittee that free health care was
not affordable or necessary: “Much of this discussion centers around trying to make a
distinction between needs, wants, and what we can afford…. It would be nice if
everybody could have access to military health care, if everybody could have FEHB, if
everybody could have a separate pharmacy benefit, if everybody could be eligible for the
VA health care system and access that and everything would be fine. But I don’t think
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that the gap or the need is that large necessarily, nor do I think it is something that we can
afford.”240
Later in debate on the floor of the Senate the issue of affordability came up again,
albeit in a limited sense.241 Sen. Jack Reed (D-RI) speaking about pay and benefits in
general stated:
“There is a very practical consideration, and that is the limits of our budget. This
legislation does many good things, but it raises an important question. It raises the
question of whether we are reaching the limits of resources that we can effectively devote
to personnel concerns, not only in terms of overall economic strategies in the country but
also in terms of the inherently limited defense dollars because dollars we commit to
personnel force cannot be used for operations, cannot be used for modernization, cannot
be used for a host of programs…”242

Sen. Gramm argued against the high costs of the final version of the program, “The
House entered that conference with a program that cost $945 million. The Senate went
into the conference with a program that cost $466 million. They came out of conference
with a program that cost $60 billion, and committed us to a 70-year debt of $200
billion.”243
The views quoted above were not common during the House and Senate floor
debates on TFL. Rather, in light of the positive fiscal situation at the time, the general
feeling seemed to be that the country could afford it. Representative Rob Andrews (D-
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NJ) articulated this sentiment when he argued the nation could pay for permanent
nationwide Medicare Subvention, a similar, alternative approach at the time, “At a time
when the country is bringing in about $1.05 in revenue for every $1 we spend, I believe
the money is here. I think this is a question of will, not fiscal ability.”244
In closing, the TFL program has cost as much as $10 billion a year. More
importantly, this is mandatory spending that results in opportunity costs elsewhere in the
defense budget. This has strategic implications for defense policy overall. The next
section explains that this benefit is an entitlement, which amplifies these policy
implications.
“Military Entitlements”
Current scholarship on entitlements does not explore fully defense policies.
Similarly, the field of Congress and national security neglects entitlements. One could
argue, as this dissertation does, that entitlements are an important part of direct
congressional action with significant implications.
To address this gap, this dissertation suggests the concept of “military
entitlement,” a term that applies to some congressionally mandated benefits such as
TRICARE-for-Life. Its meaning is simple: a legal obligation that the government provide
a benefit to eligible members of the armed forces, former members, or their families.
However, its implications are nuanced. In many ways, military entitlements operate like
traditional entitlements with their quasi-permanence and open-ended spending equal to
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the sum of benefits provided; in other ways, they are unique. These nuances will be
discussed below in the section on implications of military entitlements. First, however,
this section will explain which military pay and benefits programs, generally, meet the
criteria of a military entitlement and then catalog why TRICARE-for-Life is the
quintessential military entitlement.
According to the literature, entitlements are obligations established in law that
require the government to disburse a benefit to any individual or unit of government that
meets the eligibility requirements. As such, they are legally enforceable, open-ended,
quasi-permanent benefits.245 All military compensation programs that are required in
statute and provide a legal claim to a future benefit could be considered military
entitlements. The rights and eligibility requirements must be established in law. This
would satisfy the literature’s agreed-upon basic principle of entitlements.
Entitlements typically share other traits as well, but not necessarily. For example,
entitlements usually are funded through mandatory spending instead of annual
appropriations. However, the enabling legislation occasionally does not establish a
funding mechanism. For example, food stamps are considered entitlements but do not
receive automatic funding and rely upon annual appropriations bills instead.246 Almost all
military compensation programs are funded through discretionary appropriations. Many
of these policies meet the definition of a traditional entitlement and, despite the fact that
they are officially categorized discretionary, operate like entitlements. Interviewees noted
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that military pay and benefits, especially with recent combat operations, are treated as
sacrosanct.
As is discussed throughout this dissertation, military pay and benefits are popular,
politically sensitive programs that obligate defense leaders to fulfill these requirements
before executing other programs in the budget. When the Budget Control Act of 2011
required sequestration, an automatic, across the board reduction, rather than targeted or
prioritized cuts, in federal government outlays to occur over ten years starting in 2013,247
the Office of Management and Budget notified Congress that the president would exempt
all military personnel accounts from sequestration. By protecting military pay and
benefits from budget cuts, it made the cuts more severe for the other discretionary
programs. OMB wrote to Congress, “This is considered to be in the national interest to
safeguard the resources necessary to compensate the men and women serving to defend
our Nation and to maintain the force levels required for national security. It is recognized
that this action would trigger a higher reduction in non-exempt accounts.”248 The
president made the same ruling again in 2014.249
As the above example shows, although most military pay and benefits are not
technically scored as mandatory spending, they often effectively operate as such. It is
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worth noting that according to the interview responses, most practitioners consider the
threshold for an entitlement to be its funding mechanism. Some respondents also
acknowledged, however, that military compensation is treated like an entitlement, even if
it is technically funded through discretionary appropriations. Their interpretation of an
entitlement is based on their perspective as practitioners who rely on CBO’s scoring of
programs. Despite practitioners’ interpretation, this dissertation relies on the
qualifications defined in entitlement theory.
Throughout this dissertation, the term “military entitlement” is used in reference
to any pay or benefit that shall be provided in the future for an indefinite time and whose
rights, requirements, and eligible claimants are defined in statute. TFL is one of the most
clear-cut examples of a military entitlement, since its features meet so many of the
defining characteristics of an entitlement, which will be detailed below. Two other
programs that this dissertation classifies as military entitlements are the military
retirement program and Concurrent Receipt.250 In addition to meeting the basic
definition, they are financed via mandatory spending. Other military entitlements include
health care for military retirees not yet eligible for Medicare and the death gratuity
available to survivors of service members who die on active duty.251 Because
entitlements are obligations of future disbursements, deferred benefits meet the criteria,
but immediate cash compensation does not. Therefore, basic pay, for example, is not a
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military entitlement. However, it still has many of the characteristics of an entitlement.
Immediate compensation is a “quasi-entitlement,” or a program that creates rights,
conveys benefits, and becomes an entrenched claim on the budget.252
TRICARE-for-Life: A Military Entitlement
When Congress passed TFL in the FY 2001 NDAA, it created an entitlement with
profound implications. One of this dissertation’s supporting research questions asked in
what ways does TRICARE-for-Life resemble an entitlement and how does that impact
the long-term ramifications of this benefit? This section presents the reasons TFL can be
considered an entitlement.
As stated above, entitlements are statutory obligations for the government to
disburse a benefit to any individual or unit of government that meets the eligibility
requirements. As such, they are legally required, open-ended, quasi-permanent
benefits.253 In the case of TRICARE-for-Life, the benefit and eligibility requirements are
set forth in chapter 55 of title 10, United States Code. The government’s obligation is
indefinite, as there is no sunset provision or other end date included in the statute.
Additionally, the FY 2001 NDAA authorized a permanent funding mechanism,
which is found in chapter 56 of title 10, United States Code. This funding mechanism
allows DOD to automatically obligate funds, which is direct spending and not subject to
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annual appropriations.254 According to the CBO cost estimate for TRICARE-for-Life,
which CBO classifies as an entitlement, “A newly created trust fund would automatically
provide spending authority for those benefits without further Congressional action, and
would establish accrual accounting for intragovernmental payments into the new trust
fund.... Thus, this proposal would directly increase federal spending because it would
immediately obligate the federal government to make payments in 2003 and each year
thereafter.”255 Appropriations committees rarely exercise authority over direct spending,
which are mostly entitlements. Conversely, authorization committees are usually in
control of direct spending,256 as was the case when the HASC and SASC determined the
outcome of TRICARE-for-Life.
For the reasons listed above, this dissertation argues that TFL meets the basic
defining characteristics of an entitlement. Because of the inherent qualities of
entitlements, scholars have found similar characteristics in the way entitlements operate.
TFL also matches several of these other features of entitlements. For example, action on
entitlements is unscheduled and occurs irregularly. While the issue of retiree health care
had been debated prior to 2000, Congress drafted, refined, and adopted legislation to
address the problem in a matter of months, and the core benefit has not been revisited
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since 2000. The legislation did not appear to be scheduled and subsequent action has
been irregular to nonexistent.
TRICARE-for-Life also matches the traits associated with entitlement budgeting.
As the literature tells us, a change in law that creates a new entitlement or expands
benefits or recipients causes an avalanche of additional spending. If program law stays
constant, entitlement spending is typically incremental. When the TFL accrual fund went
into effect in 2003, it resulted in an avalanche of new spending. In the years following
implementation, spending was fairly consistent year to year.257
The following sections expound on the political and budgetary features of this and
other military entitlements.
Implications of a Military Entitlement
This section explains the nuances of military entitlements. Specifically, military
entitlements are possibly more politically sensitive than traditional entitlements because
of “concurrent issue ownership” among the political parties. Second, the mandatory
spending associated with military entitlements can force future trade-offs within the
defense budget. Finally, when Congress mandates a military entitlement, it retains greater
control over the entitlement program than typical discretionary programs.
Political Sensitivity
TFL has a more intense political effect than other entitlements. Benefits to which
recipients are entitled in law are highly sensitive to politics and resistant to reductions or
discontinuation. It is difficult to reverse or reduce obligations provided in law, because it
257
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is unpopular to deprive a group of something to which the law states they are entitled.258
The strong support that older military retirees have in the DOD, on Capitol Hill, and in
interest groups exemplify the program’s susceptibility to politics. Senior officials of the
executive branch have routinely faced insurmountable political challenges in attempting
to persuade lawmakers to alter military benefits. Former defense secretary Robert Gates
described this experience: “The proposals routinely die an ignominious death on Capitol
Hill [emphasis added].”259 Speaking about what he considered to be the most challenging
of DOD’s six priorities for FY 2015, former defense secretary Chuck Hagel urged
Congress, “Without serious attempts to achieve significant savings in [personnel
compensation], which consumes roughly half of the DOD budget and is increasing, we
risk becoming an unbalanced force, one that is well-compensated, but poorly trained and
equipped, with limited readiness and capability.”260
Political sensitivity for a military entitlement, however, is even more complex
than traditional entitlements. According to the literature on political parties’ issue
ownership, Americans typically perceive the Republican Party as more skillful in
handling issues such as national defense and taxes, while they tend to regard Democrats
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as more adept at working social welfare and social group relations issues.261 However,
this issue identification is blurred for military entitlements. National security and social
welfare issues overlap in TFL. The program is believed to strengthen the all-volunteer
military and honor veterans, as well as expand medical assistance to senior citizens.
Consequently TFL appeals to both parties. As a result, there are concurrent claims to the
policy, instead of the traditional issue ownership of each party. This “concurrent issue
ownership” by the parties will ensure long-lasting support for TFL.
As evidence that it is extremely difficult to alter or reduce military entitlements,
the TRICARE-for-Life benefit has resisted reduction since its inception. The executive
was unable to convince Congress to require Medicare-eligible retirees to choose either
TFL or VA coverage in the president’s FY 2002 budget proposal. Also, DOD has tried
unsuccessfully for several years in the 2010s to initiate an enrollment fee, or annual
premium, for TFL coverage.
TRICARE-for-Life also has strategic ramifications due to its mandatory spending,
which the next section argues.
Mandatory Spending
It is not enough to say that TFL is expensive. Rather, because it is an entitlement
that legally obligates the government to provide a service, total costs are open-ended. The
amount of resources required to sustain an entitlement depends on the number of people
collecting the benefits and the amount of benefits to which they are entitled, not agencies’
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management of the programs or annual appropriations bills. Furthermore, entitlements, as
previous claims on government resources, must be satisfied before all other claims can be
fulfilled. Hence, a rise in military entitlements, and their associated mandatory spending,
is closely followed by budgetary compromises.
As combat operations conclude causing war-related costs to decline, and as
discretionary programs are reduced to accommodate deficit-reduction techniques and
typical postwar cost-cutting measures, the total defense budget will likely decrease.262
However, the funding required for military entitlements will remain fixed, causing their
portion of the declining defense budget to increase. Of course, only some of the military
entitlements are financed through mandatory spending. Yet, the quasi-entitlements
contained within discretionary accounts are so politically sensitive that their funding is
considered virtually untouchable. Former defense secretary Panetta put it simply: “If we
fail to address [the growth in personnel costs], then we won’t be able to afford the
training and equipment our troops need in order to succeed on the battlefield. There’s a
tradeoff here.”263
In 2000, few if any legislators were debating the preceding points. Rather, they
were hoping to structure TFL as an entitlement with a secure line of funding in order to
protect it from other priorities within the DOD budget. During a HASC hearing that
informed conference deliberations on the final form of TFL, Representative Steve Buyer,
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the HASC Military Personnel Subcommittee Chairman, questioned General Henry H.
Shelton, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, about the preferred program design for
TFL. Rep. Buyer asked, “Would it help you, when you formulate your defense budget in
the Pentagon, if the retiree health care were funded with discretionary accounts or with
mandatory accounts?” General Shelton responded, “I believe, Congressman, that we
should be approaching the health care as an entitlement, vice something that would be
discretionary.” They sought mandatory spending for TFL because they believed it would
be safer for the program. “We need, in fact, to find an alternative means for financing
health care so that it no longer competes with the requirement for new equipment, new
technology and new bullets that we are concerned about, not only for today's readiness,
but for tomorrow’s,” General Shelton said.264 He was referring to a fenced account within
the defense budget that is funded on an accrual basis and scored as mandatory spending.
It is interesting that after fifteen years, a funding arrangement that was originally
intended to protect retiree health care from other modernization and readiness needs has
resulted in the opposite scenario. It has been argued that important modernization and
readiness priorities are sacrificed due to cost growth in compensation programs. Because
of the nature of entitlements, mandatory spending carries on indefinitely. In fact, the only
factors capable of altering the trajectory of entitlement programs are demographics, the
economy, and congressional changes to underlying program law.265 The president’s
budget requests and even long-term national security planning have little control over
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these programs. Rather, the benefits will continue to exist until Congress changes them.
This gives the congressionally mandated policy a greater sense of permanence than if it
were an internal DOD policy and hence secures the legislature’s continued participation
in policy decisions.
For policymakers to alter the trajectory of entitlement spending, they must change
the source law. Therefore, greater technical expertise is required to reduce mandatory
spending than to adjust up or down annual line items of discretionary spending. There are
fewer individuals within government that can effectively change the underlying law to
control entitlement spending. This presents one challenge in reforming entitlement
spending.
Additionally, budget and program managers within the DOD and OMB have less
control in entitlement budgeting than traditional budgeting. The money spent on
entitlements is pre-determined in law and, therefore, fewer options are available to budget
managers for gamesmanship during program execution. Instead, Congress has assumed
the majority of the power. Of course, when legislators authorize mandatory spending,
they give up their traditional “power of the purse” in the annual appropriations process.
However, this could be a fair price to pay for avoiding DOD and OMB budget managers’
tactics and having the authority to draft the program law that sets the entitlement’s
spending trajectory.
In closing, TRICARE-for-Life exhibits the characteristics of a military
entitlement. The benefit, claimants, and costs are fixed according to the underlying
program law, which Congress established. The executive cannot control how much is
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spent on the program. The only government body capable of changing the program is
Congress. Altering TFL is difficult, though, as it is an entrenched benefit with significant
political sensitivity and concurrent issue ownership among the political parties. Given
these facts, Congress’ use of entitlements in national security policy corresponds with an
additional degree of congressional influence in defense policymaking, as will be explored
in the following chapter.
Summary
When it created TRICARE-for-Life, Congress gambled on an untested, not
particularly productive for generating manpower, expensive program that is largely
irreversible because of its characteristics as an entitlement. The executive branch objected
to the TFL program on account of its prematurity and cost, while GAO cautioned against
expanding a demonstration program into a full-blown benefit before the results of the
pilot were known.
Regarding the effect on military recruiting and retention, the information
available to members at the time was mixed, but mostly there was no compelling
evidence that TFL would aid in the supply of manpower. The hearing testimony of GAO
and military recruiters explained that deferred benefits are usually less effective tools for
enticing people into service or encouraging them to stay. This fact was later contradicted
by the testimony of the vice chiefs of staff of the military services who said the seconddegree effect on recruiting that retirees have as youth influencers is important.
Additionally, the CBO cost estimate projected the program would commit the
government to roughly $60 billion in mandatory spending and $9.5 billion in
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discretionary spending over ten years.266 According to interview respondents, the
Congress sitting in 2000 was simply not as concerned with a large mandatory expense as
the current Congress is. One committee staffer recalled a popular belief among legislators
regarding TFL: “Whatever it costs, it costs.”267 In fact, House members encouraged their
peers not to raise a point of order against the conference report because of the program’s
mandatory spending. In the Senate, 84 senators voted to waive the Budget Act, accepting
TRICARE-for-Life’s mandatory spending. Only nine senators opposed the motion.268
Finally, although the rigidity and quasi-permanence of an entitlement can lock
policymakers into an expensive policy with spillover effects, this did not concern
legislators. In fact, generally Congress intended for TFL to be locked so the unfulfilled
promise of free health care could not be compromised again in the future. Sen. Warner
stated during floor debate, “Permanently funding the military retiree health care benefit
will be seen by retirees, active duty service members and potential recruits as the nation
keeping its commitment of health care for life to military retirees. Those serving today
and those who are joining the military will see that the promise of a lifetime of health
care, in return for serving a full career, will be honored in perpetuity.”269
While some members of Congress understood the program design and likely
appreciated the effects described above, most legislators were attracted to the generosity
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of the benefit for a deserving population. It is worth noting that within Congress there is a
difference in levels of understanding on any given matter. There are members of
Congress who act as subject matter experts on particular issues, usually committee and
subcommittee chairs and ranking members. The rest of the body follows their lead.270
In closing, this chapter highlighted the objections and warnings that people raised
during consideration of TRICARE-for-Life. Within Congress these warnings were
infrequent. On the whole, advocates of the program experienced relatively little
resistance in the considerably quick journey from initial proposal to enacted program. To
illustrate, Sen. Gramm protested the hasty adoption of such an important, long-term
benefit:
“…[TRICARE-for-Life] was never debated, never discussed, and was written by a
handful of people that, quite frankly, are very intelligent people, very knowledgeable
people about defense. As far as I am aware, it was never discussed in the Finance
Committee, which has jurisdiction over Medicare. It was never debated in any public
forum. It has never been tested anywhere. The point is, tonight on the verge of
adjournment, we are getting ready to commit $60 billion in spending on a program that
may or may not work, may or may not satisfy people, and which is going to be virtually
irreversible.”271

Overall, TRICARE-for-Life and other military entitlements have important
strategic implications, particularly within defense budgeting. Therefore, this dissertation
finds that when Congress created these structural policies, to some extent it affected
strategic policies within national security. In conclusion, the policy implications of
legislative decisions, although sometimes inadvertent and indirect, are one of the three
reasons Congress wields more influence than the literature recognizes. The question of
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Congress’ influence in defense policymaking will be answered directly in the following
chapter.
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VII. CONGRESS’ ROLE IN MILITARY PERSONNEL POLICYMAKING

TRICARE-for-Life proved to be a rich case study for answering the research
question: How have Congress' disagreements with the executive on TRICARE-for-Life
and subsequent legislative mandates affected broader defense policies and budgets, and
what does the case indicate about Congress' role in defense policymaking? The analysis
yielded several findings: Congress took direct action on the issue of health care for
military retirees. The executive did not request officially, and indeed registered concern
for, the legislative mandate. The TFL program has important manpower and budgetary
implications. Although TFL is a valued benefit for a deserving population, the program is
not particularly useful at generating manpower, and its costs contribute to the greater
budgetary trade-off between military personnel accounts and other areas of defense
spending. Finally, the enabling legislation for TFL can be categorized as an entitlement,
which amplifies the programmatic implications because of its open-ended, compulsory,
and entrenched nature. The first section of this chapter will explain how the evidence
collected supports the hypothesis that Congress' decisions on TRICARE-for-Life
represent a more commanding legislature than the literature typically acknowledges. The
first section also expands the discussion to military personnel policymaking in general. It
explains that Congress actively leads in this area of defense policy.
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During the course of research on TFL, particularly while interviewing
practitioners with first-hand experience of the legislative-executive branch interaction in
defense policy, additional trends became evident. Notably, the relationship between the
DOD and congressional defense committees can be adversarial, as it was during activity
on TFL, but also collaborative at times. Also, there are forms of direct action that
scholars of Congress and national security should be aware of to accurately gauge
Congress’ involvement in defense policymaking. Third, lawmakers have a tendency to be
involved personally when the matter in question is a high profile issue or distributive
policy. Finally, the legislative and executive branches have dissimilar perspectives and
approaches to policymaking, causing them to produce different results. The later half of
this chapter expands upon these findings.
Congress Commands Military Personnel Policymaking
TRICARE-for-Life was created in Congress from a firmly held interest in
honoring a widely perceived commitment to Medicare-eligible military retirees. The
executive branch generally supported the policy’s objective but at the time was in the
midst of conducting demonstration programs to test the best policy option for delivering
free health care to these older retirees. When Congress charged forward, the executive
objected to the expense and prematurity of congressional proposals. Congress considered
the program’s cost justifiable and was interested in a quick resolution to these
distinguished retirees’ long-fought battle for the benefit. Ultimately, Congress passed
TFL with little regard for the executive’s concerns.
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As expected, the program introduced significant funding requirements and
contributed to the overall growth in military compensation costs. As stated above,
Congress was responsible for much of the expansion of military compensation in the
2000s. Since it is extremely unpopular to reduce military pay and benefits, especially
while troops are deployed in military operations, these programs have become virtually
untouchable. Therefore, the growth in military personnel costs requires trade-offs within
the defense budget, especially during times of limited resources. Because many of the
personnel costs are a result of congressional action, it follows that Congress has had an
effect, albeit indirectly, on broad aspects of national security policy.
Under the circumstances described above, Congress exercises its power in three
noteworthy ways. First, it takes direct action to pursue its policy agenda, often over the
objections of DOD and the executive. Second, it liberally uses its lawmaking authority to
put in statute detailed policy preferences. This secures the future of the policy and allows
Congress to act as the gatekeeper for potential changes. Third, the military personnel
policies, and especially compensation, that Congress writes frequently have budgetary
implications, some of which present opportunity costs for the DOD. Because
congressional action in military personnel policy causes budgetary trade-offs that alter
broader defense policy, the legislative branch’s power is greater than the literature
perceives. These three points will be discussed in detail below.
Congress Takes Direct Action Despite the Executive’s Objections
Scholars generally agree that the weaker post-WWII Congress has found more
success with indirect means than direct methods. According to the literature, lawmakers
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indirectly sway policy outcomes by signaling to the executive branch the legislature’s
position in the hopes that the executive will adjust its actions accordingly, influencing
public opinion through activity such as speeches and hearings, and altering the process by
which executive branch program managers and decision-makers make policy. Contrary to
the academic consensus, however, Congress regularly takes direct action in military
personnel policymaking to achieve its preferred substantive policies, often with strategic
implications. Interview respondents noted that, for example, Congress uses direct action
when it sets the overall size of the military, which is a critical element of combat power;
authorizes the exact number of general and flag officers; and dictates the form and level
of compensation for each rank.272 Important to this dissertation’s argument, Congress
often takes direct action despite the objections of the executive branch.
In the case of TFL, Congress passed legislation that mandated wrap-around
coverage to Medicare for older military retirees. When earlier versions of a similar
benefit were included in draft legislation, the executive branch urged Congress to
reconsider its approach. Congress did not. As one member of Congress who contributed
to the enactment of TFL recalled, “At the time, I can remember I didn’t care what DOD
said or felt. ... I didn’t care, because they were opposing things that I was doing.”273 In
fact, the legislature remained unaffected by the executive’s repeated objections and the
benefit progressed from a limited commitment to a permanent entitlement by the end of
the legislative cycle. A committee staffer who worked on the TFL provision noted DOD
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leaders’ adamant opposition to it and their refusal to work with Congress on the matter:
“Even … in the dark rooms where there’s nobody watching, they wouldn’t deal. And that
was unusual, but it put us in a position of saying, okay, well we’re going to write this
ourselves. And you’re just going to eat it.”274 Congress not only mandated the TFL
benefit in 2000, but it also protected it in the following years. It assertively denied the
DOD’s attempts to make beneficiaries choose between TFL and VA coverage and to
establish a TFL enrollment fee.
In Lindsay and Ripley’s terms, the legislative branch used “direct” action to
unequivocally drive the final outcome on the much-debated issue of free, lifetime health
care for military retirees. While lawmakers could have utilized, and often did, “indirect”
means to persuade the executive to accept their desired policy outcome, they did not limit
themselves to indirect action, a less authoritative method. They disregarded the
executive’s apprehension and created a fundamental, substantive change to the military
compensation system.
Congress Uses Legislation to Retain Control
In the military personnel policy area, at least, Congress liberally uses its
lawmaking authority to retain control. It does so in two ways. First, it creates voluminous
military personnel statutes. When military personnel policy is placed in statute, changes
to such policies must go through the legislature. Second, sometimes Congress writes
these statutes in a particularly prescriptive manner. Rather than providing general
guidance for the executive to interpret, Congress often chooses to legislate the minutia.
274
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The effect of this is to place more detailed policy matters under the purview of the
legislative branch. Public law governs federal regulations, department-level guidance,
and other forms of executive branch policies. When Congress legislates matters that were
previously dealt with at lower levels, it takes authority away from the executive branch
and forces all supporting regulations and policies to align with the overarching statute.
Regardless of the policy contained within the legislation or the inter-branch conflict that
occurred during its development, interviewees agreed that DOD respects the rule of law,
recognizes Congress’ authority, and executes the law faithfully.
Historically the congressional defense committees have had a tendency to be
prescriptive when legislating military personnel policy. A former staff director of a
defense committee explained the legislative philosophy that the defense committees
utilize for military personnel matters:
“Congress can basically promulgate broad strategic intent or policy intent but leave some
level of discretion to the executive branch as to how to translate that into actual guidance
and regulatory direction, et cetera. Or, [Congress] can write legislation that’s highly
prescriptive and leaves very little degree of discretion. Personnel policy has been
decidedly the most prescriptive [of the policy included in the defense bills] over the
years.”275

The former staff director explained that detailed lawmaking usually occurs when a
member of Congress or staffer has a strong conviction or when the committee is
concerned DOD will not follow congressional direction. The interviewee explained that
the committee, when “left to their own devices, will write the personnel [regulation] in
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law on the assumption that they know exactly what they want, and they’re going …to use
the power of law to push it down the throat of the Department [of Defense].”276
Another staff director explained the defense committees’ use of this tactic to
retain control: “Since the executive branch, we believe, has been in kind of overreach, we
have been taking statutory positions to limit their ability to make changes in which we’re
powerless to take a policy position on [sic].”277 The respondent provided as an example
DOD’s persistent attempts to change health care policy. Since Congress put much of the
policy’s fundamentals into law, “…we can reject [DOD’s] overtures by simply doing
nothing.”278 Congress’ silent denials of executive policies are a nuance of congressional
action that will be discussed below. This tactic is effective because “once Congress puts
something into law…, then the executive branch is essentially powerless because it takes
an act of Congress …to change it.”279
For example, in a practice highly uncommon in civilian health care, Congress has
established some copayments and deductibles in statute. This forces DOD to seek
legislative relief whenever program managers need to adjust cost-sharing to keep up with
evolving factors in the national health care market. An interviewee shared several
instances when Congress employed this legislative tactic to take control of cost-sharing
away from DOD. For instance, in FY 2013 when DOD attempted to increase the amount
of copayments for pharmaceuticals, Congress set in law the exact dollar amount that
DOD may charge for copayments and indexed any future copay increases to retirement
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pay increases.280 The respondent described the dual effect of this action. First, it thwarted
DOD’s initiative in FY 2013, and second, DOD must seek congressional approval for any
future attempts to alter the dollar amount of copayments further than the index specified
in law.281 Congress and the executive again clashed over pharmaceutical cost-sharing in
the FY 2015 NDAA. It was one of the strongest points of contention that year, although
the final outcome was a modest $3 increase in pharmacy copays.282 In effect, it took an
act of Congress to adjust copayment amounts by a few dollars, a change that health care
companies can make routinely to adjust for fluctuations in the health care market.
In addition to Congress being prolific and prescriptive when legislating military
personnel matters, much of the compensation legislation is an entitlement or operates like
one. Military entitlements essentially run on autopilot and the only government body that
can alter their trajectory is Congress. Even quasi-entitlements are so politically sensitive
that their status is secure even if they are not formal open-ended obligations.
TRICARE-for-Life is a “military entitlement” in that the government is legally
obligated to provide this benefit to service members. The benefit is virtually permanent,
since it will continue on indefinitely unless the legislative branch alters the enabling
legislation. TRICARE-for-Life has an automatic funding mechanism in statute, which
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allows for the financing of the program despite future appropriations or presidents’
budget plans. Because Congress designed TFL as an entitlement, with its enduring place
in statute and open-ended mandatory spending, it is nearly impossible for the executive
branch to unilaterally alter the fundamentals of the TFL program. Due to the political
sensitivity of the benefit, it is also extremely difficult for the president to successfully
seek changes to the program from Congress, and for that matter, for Congress to accept
such changes. By creating a military entitlement, the legislative branch took control of
Medicare-eligible retirees’ health care away from the executive.
Congress’ Actions Affect Broader Defense Policies
The control Congress exerted when it mandated the TFL entitlement over the
objections of the executive is clearly evident. There is another, less obvious way in which
Congress’ actions increase its influence over broader defense policies and by extension
its relative strength in defense policymaking. Although compensation issues are what
scholars would call “structural” policies that distribute resources to obtain and organize
military personnel, the effects of congressional decisions in this area have had great effect
on the “strategic” policies of the military.283
As explained above, Congress initiated many of the more generous and expensive
expansions of military personnel pay and benefits during the 2000s. Because these
benefits are often treated as sacrosanct, their costs are virtually obligatory, which strains
other programs within the discretionary parts of the defense budget. Interviewees spoke
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of internal trade-offs between personnel and other accounts like weapons modernization
and readiness, particularly during times of limited resources.
Additionally, the costs for military compensation, of which TFL is a part, have
grown while the size of the military force has decreased slightly. If the troops are more
expensive to compensate today than they were before 2000, the military can afford less of
them in the current period of constrained resources. Research suggests that the Defense
Department has decreased manpower levels to accommodate compensation costs.284
Although much can be accomplished through advanced technology and weaponry, it is
hard to deny that a reduction in combat units reduces US military capabilities. Interview
respondents also attested to trade-offs between military personnel and other accounts like
modernization and readiness within the defense budget. Whether the opportunity costs of
military compensation are taken in weapons and readiness or the size of the force itself,
these costs present significant strategic challenges.
A different viewpoint is that pay and benefits have been critical to recruiting and
retention, and reductions in compensation could cripple the All-Volunteer Force. This
perspective, too, indicates that congressional action in compensation has an effect on
strategic policy, because the preservation of the AVF is essential to manpower generation
and the military’s warfighting capabilities. With either viewpoint, the legislative branch
has played a strong role in strategic defense policy even if the broader policy implications
were inadvertent.
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Summary
In military personnel policy, Congress does not defer to the president; rather, it
exercises control. Congress disagreed with the executive on TRICARE-for-Life and
exerted its influence over the executive branch several times over the fifteen years since
TFL was created in 2000. The interviews showed that Congress also uses legislation to
retain control in military personnel policy. It passes a large volume of highly detailed
statute, including military entitlements. By doing so, Congress can dictate its desired
policies to the executive. If changes are proposed to the law, Congress serves as the
decision-maker and can direct adjustments to ensure the original intent is upheld. In
short, Congress is proactive, prolific, and prescriptive. Finally, sometimes
congressionally mandated military personnel laws, although structural in nature, have
strategic implications for defense policy in general.
When Congress directs more generous pay and benefits than the president plans
or requests, it takes direct action, sometimes even legislating an entitlement. In this
respect, Congress knowingly exercises control. On the other hand, most legislators are
not likely aware of how TFL and other mandated compensation affect broader defense
policy. Part of Congress’ influence in defense policymaking comes from these legislative
mandates’ indirect and inadvertent effects on strategic policy.
Some of the interview respondents described Congress as having a sense of
ownership of military personnel policy. An overwhelming number of respondents said
that DOD recognized congressional power in this policy area. A senior official in the
Department of Defense stated, “We spend a lot of time worrying about and trying to
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influence Congress and thinking about how Congress will react to this or that. Congress
is always uppermost in our thoughts of how they will see something—how they will react
to something. Can we persuade Congress to do this? Or can we do something without
Congress interfering? But Congress is very much in our thoughts.”285
Some interviewees thought defense policy was disadvantaged by congressional
involvement. Others believed Congress improved defense policy. Interestingly, many
who were critical of congressional involvement served in the legislative branch. In either
case, a prevalent theme throughout the interviews was the degree to which Congress
proactively engaged the executive to achieve its policy objectives:
“Of all the various defense and national security policy issues, military personnel [policy]
historically—dating back decades and decades and decades—is the one area where the
Congress has traditionally asserted itself in a more detailed and aggressive fashion than in
anything else. You can just pull out title 10 [of United States Code] and you can see just
by sheer bulk, or any defense authorization bill.”286

The respondent was careful to note, “But that [being] said, it’s also episodic.”287
Some interviewees believed Congress to be a strong actor in national security
policymaking, even outside of military personnel policy. Speaking of the legislative
branch’s role in all of defense policy, a senior staff member at the Office of Management
and Budget argued:
“The power lies with Congress. …The administration only requests and recommends a
budget, but the action, and the authorities, and the law all comes [sic] from the legislative
side, and that’s why DOD invests so heavily in Hill contacts. …Inevitably it is Congress
that makes the final decisions. Now, the president could always veto, but again it’s a very
high bar to veto something. …We provide what’s called [Statements of Administration
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Policy]. …But again, that is only for Congress’ consideration. They really make their
own decisions.”288

Nuances of Congressional Involvement
The analysis for this dissertation developed four findings in addition to the
conclusions already reported above. These findings offer additional details about the
subtleties of Congress’ involvement in military personnel policymaking. These nuances
help the dissertation contribute a more complete portrayal of congressional influence.
Inter-Branch Relations Are Both Adversarial and Collaborative
The case study demonstrated a tumultuous relationship over the 15-year period of
action on TFL. This case was characteristic of intense congressional assertiveness in
which Congress actively pursued its own agenda over the objections of the executive. In
the struggle for power in military personnel policy, there is often conflict, as was seen
during action on TFL. However, this is just one set of interaction. Collaboration also
occurs. In contributing to the literature on the separation of powers, this dissertation must
be careful to present a complete portrayal.
According to the interview respondents, Congress is seen as both a meddler and a
partner. In fact, some interview participants argued that when Congress acts, the
executive is wise to accept it and collaborate with legislators. A former under secretary of
defense said, “Rather than lamenting that reality, you’re much better off trying to work
with it and figure out a solution that is someplace in between the positions of the two
contending parties.”289
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This discussion pertains mostly to the working relationship between the
congressional committees of jurisdiction and DOD. At levels above the Department of
Defense and congressional committees, other variables like politics are more influential.
For example, another former under secretary of defense, who was a politically appointed
official, indicated that the DOD is less partisan than OMB or the White House.
Furthermore, this less partisan nature somewhat insulates defense officials from political
motivations and simplifies their interaction with Congress.290 Outside of the defense
committees, too, partisan preoccupations, the branches’ positions on the greater national
agenda, or local electoral issues can cause the inter-branch dynamic to become
contentious.
Interviewees characterized the defense committee-DOD relationship as
collaborative. In fact, most claimed the working relationship between DOD and the
HASC and SASC is more respectful and productive than that of other departments and
their authorization committees of jurisdiction. They attributed this to the DOD being an
organization highly concentrated with military members who respect civilian leadership
and Congress’ constitutional authorities, the unique characteristics of the defense
authorization committees, and the routine annual authorization process.
First, the US military is a highly professional organization with a strong
commitment to civilian leadership of the military. The Framers wrote the Constitution so
that the power of the military was not concentrated in one civilian’s control. The
Constitution afforded the president the commander in chief responsibility and Congress
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possesses the authority to declare war, raise and maintain military forces, and ensure the
common defense.291 Interview respondents stated that the military as well as the
congressional defense committees both take seriously Congress’ Article 1, Section 8
responsibilities relating to congressional management of the military. Interviewees noted
that military officers swear an oath to uphold the Constitution, and senior military leaders
during their confirmation process in the Senate promise to provide their honest opinion to
Congress even if it differs from the presidential administration’s policies.
Next, interview respondents consider the members of Congress that comprise the
congressional defense committees to be strong supporters of national security and the
committee staff that serve them to be highly qualified. The membership of the defense
committees is predisposed to have knowledge about and be favorable to defense matters.
The House Armed Services Committee attracts members from both parties that are
conservative, pro-defense, and seek to protect the flow of resources to military facilities
and defense contractors in their districts. When asked why they sought membership on
this committee, a majority of members said something related to constituency
concerns.292 Similarly, when senators were asked about motivations for joining SASC,
they noted policy and constituency issues equally.293
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Staff of the defense committees tends to have more career experience and often
come to the committees after retiring from the military. As one committee staff director
explained, “the staff that tends to populate the committee historically has tended to be
more professional. They’re there because of professional credentials as opposed to
political credentials…. The identity of that staff tends to be more interested in the
substantive merit of issues than political advantage.”294 One former under secretary of
defense said about the working relationship between the DOD and defense committee
staff:
“We always found the professional staff to be terrific partners. …They were concerned
with what the Members directed, but they were always willing to listen to our arguments
and to have a professional conversation. And we could get things done. …We made a
number of changes to compensation statutes throughout the first decade of this century to
facilitate prosecuting the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan with an all-volunteer force.
That would not have been possible without a constructive relationship between the
executive and legislative branches—a real relationship of trust between those two
branches. That doesn’t mean they did everything we asked; that doesn’t mean we loved
everything they did. But there was agreement on the basic way forward.”295

Finally, routine action on the National Defense Authorization Acts affords
Congress an avenue for the consistent oversight and prolific lawmaking described above.
Authorization and appropriations bills for the Defense Department are supposed to be
completed annually. While it is not special that the legislative branch fulfills its
responsibility to provide appropriations annually, it has become rather uncommon for
bills that authorize appropriations to pass each year. Authorization bills were originally
meant to precede spending bills and direct the appropriations committees in funding
allocations. Over time, the chambers failed to pass these annual reauthorization measures
and the corresponding policy committees lost some degree of relevance.
294
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The practical implication of an annual defense authorization act is that the HASC
and SASC are routinely involved in oversight and policy direction for national security.
The FY 2015 NDAA is the 53rd consecutive annual defense authorization act. It
contained approximately 700 pages of legislative text.296 As part of this annual legislative
process, DOD officials and military leaders are summoned to testify every year following
the release of the president’s budget request. Congressional staff analyzes the budget
justification documents and legislative proposals, generating hundreds of requests for
information and formal briefings. DOD intently observes the committees’ markups and
floor debate and responds to provisions that would disrupt its programs or policies.297 In
addition to the legislation generated each year, there are two committee reports and a
conference report that accompany legislation. These several hundred-page reports
present three opportunities to influence defense policy through indirect means and
sometimes even direct means via directive report language. Interviewees also noted that
the annual NDAAs provide the DOD an avenue for seeking legislative relief to emergent
issues. This is a valuable option that most other departments do not have. Finally, with
the annual authorization process, the defense committees and DOD have an opportunity
for continuous interaction and to build a positive working relationship unlike other
authorization committees:
“[For the committees] that basically have zero prospect of having a legislative vehicle to
use, …what do they resort to? They resort to other devices that tend to be confrontational
and adversarial. They call hearings and drag up [sic] officials to yell at them or do the
gamesmanship that, maybe, shapes their behavior. That happens on the Armed Services
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Committees too, but there’s such a wealth of other channels of interaction and
engagement … because there’s a deeper, more mature relationship.”298

The interviewees noted how the relationship between DOD and the defense
committees is different than that of other Federal agencies and their committees of
jurisdiction due in most part to the unique attributes explained above. For example, a
former deputy staff director of a defense committee explained how authorization
committees’ failure to legislate annually encourages executive departments to circumvent
Congress:
“If I am the Department of Transportation or Health and Human Services, I don’t look at
my oversight committees as anything but a hindrance to accomplishing what I want to
accomplish. They’re not giving me anything I need, so [those departments] have fully
embraced executive rulemaking as a means to develop policy, and they dare the Congress
to stop them. And when you have authorization committees that can’t stop them because
they can’t move legislation, [the departments will] win more times than not. [That is]
simply not the case in the Department of Defense.”299

In summary, any relationship in which both parties proactively assert themselves
will have tension. However, the preceding qualities make it possible for the legislativeexecutive relationship in defense policymaking to also be cooperative.
Previously Overlooked Types of Direct Action
When Congress created and later protected TFL, there were two features of the
congressional method of “direct” action that stood out. First, as explained above,
Congress designed TFL as an entitlement, which is fixed in statute and consequently
secures the legislative branch’s involvement in the program’s future. “Military
entitlements” are a critical aspect of congressional action for the reasons described
throughout this dissertation. In the struggle for power in defense policymaking, military
298
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entitlements are the strongest form of direct action that Congress can take to achieve its
policy objectives.
The second noteworthy observation was that Congress often uses its power to
deny the executive its requests, as it did when it later protected TFL. Accordingly, this
dissertation argues there are two pillars of direct action: initiating policy, which is well
accounted for in the literature, and prohibiting it. The later occurs when Congress does
not provide requested authorities or funds and when it proactively legislates a mandate
that the executive branch cease a policy. Initiating new statute is more powerful than
ignoring an executive’s request. However, action taken to prohibit a policy, such as
passing a moratorium on the use of funds for a certain purpose, could be as powerful as
initiating policy. As a staff director of a defense committee stated, “I think health care is a
really good example of where the executive branch has had almost no power over
Congress, because we’ve consistently rejected every budget [proposal] that they’ve sent
in.”300 To reject an executive proposal, like the proposals to introduce an annual premium
for TFL, Congress does not have to include legislation prohibiting the annual fee. While
this might appear like a simple and not very assertive action, it requires more strength
than one might assume. To deny this proposal, and its estimated budgetary savings, the
defense committees had to cut finding from some other area of the defense budget to
produce an offset for lawmakers’ policy of free TRICARE-for-Life.
This concept is an important modification to Lindsay and Ripley’s framework.
Initiating and prohibiting programs and policies are both types of direct action and
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substantively affect policy. When acting on TFL, Congress both initiated and prohibited
policy. Its use of these types of direct action shows a fully engaged legislative branch. It
understands and makes the most of the tools of influence available to it.
Another congressional method previously overlooked in the literature is directive
report language. The congressional defense committees use directive report language to
instruct the executive branch to take an action. DRL appears in the committee or
conference report that accompanies a bill. Although it is non-binding report language, it
conveys a “direction to the agency in question that carries with it an obligation of
compliance.”301 Lindsay and Ripley’s concept of congressional methods of action
classify non-binding report language as indirect action. However, the authors do not
account for DRL explicitly. DRL is an unusual form of influence that could be
considered a direct or indirect method depending on what requirements the language
conveys. Usually, directive report language functions like procedural legislation, a form
of indirect action. For example, DRL might require the DOD to brief the defense
authorization committees, notify Congress before proceeding with a certain action, or
study a policy alternative.
In the less common cases where DRL changes substantive policy, it is direct
action. For example, in the House Appropriations Committee’s report to accompany the
FY 2009 Supplemental Appropriations Bill, the committee directed DOD to supply
troops serving in Afghanistan different uniforms that offered better concealment:
“In the course of visits to military installations throughout CONUS and overseas, the
Committee has conducted an extensive review of the equipment needed by service
301
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members engaged in combat operations. From discussions with senior enlisted personnel
at Fort Benning, the Committee understands that soldiers deployed to Afghanistan have
serious concerns about the concurrent [sic] combat uniform, which they indicate provides
ineffective camouflage given the environment in Afghanistan. Accordingly, the
Committee directs that within the funding made available in this title, the Department of
Defense provide combat uniforms to personnel deployed to Afghanistan with a
camouflage pattern that is suited to the environment of Afghanistan.”302

In response to the directive report language, the Army tested and later fielded a new
camouflage pattern to Afghanistan.303
Although it does not have the authority of law and has not been approved by the
full House or Senate, the authorization committees have a long-established practice of
writing DRL and expecting the DOD to comply with the committee’s direction as stated.
Traditionally, the Department observes DRL, as ignoring it would be shortsighted and
likely incur further, more aggressive legislative action the following year. A former DOD
senior official spoke of his advice to new, assertive DOD lawyers who wanted to ignore
DRL: “The consequences are huge, and you will lose. The Congress will always have the
upper hand, because all you’re doing is forcing them to take that 500-page bill that you
hate and turn it into a 900-page bill that you’re really going to hate. Pick your poison.”304
As one interviewee notes, however, the Defense Department sometimes ignores DRL. It
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is not, technically, enforceable, but it is more likely to be adhered to if the issue is an
important one, the committee staffer is zealous, or it serves the DOD’s interests.305
Legislators’ Involvement Is Limited to Certain Issues
Another important observation is that there is a difference between matters that
garner the direct involvement of members of Congress and those that do not. Typically,
in the military personnel arena, members of Congress are interested in high-profile social
issues that capture national attention or distributive policies pertaining to compensation
that affect their constituents. Examples of the high-profile, newsworthy social issues on
which legislators typically engage are sexual assault among the troops, the Don’t Ask
Don’t Tell policy, and women operating in combat roles. For example, after news broke
about the substandard housing conditions for wounded service members at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center,306 congressional oversight of the issue was intense. However, one
interviewee remarked on the current low level of congressional interest now that national
attention to the issue has subsided, “If you were to find a lawmaker who had taken a look
back at the living conditions in the last three years, I would say you have done a
remarkable job of finding one because it’s lost its currency at the moment.”307
Regarding distributive policies, in the case of military compensation at least, such
policies do not always correspond to parochial interests. As these are nationwide benefits
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that affect all qualified individuals, national interest groups are more relevant than
geographically oriented constituencies. One respondent explained that legislators usually
engage in military compensation regardless of district or state: “You don’t need a base in
your district, because veterans are everywhere.”308
There are numerous other policies and programs within military personnel policy
that congressional staff work on behalf of the legislative branch. This work is often more
than the routine and mundane; it is frequently important legislation and oversight. Even
though it does not capture the elected officials’ attention, they still approve it when they
vote on the annual defense authorization and appropriations bills. Regardless of whether
legislators themselves are actively involved in defense policy or their staff is acting on
their behalf, both scenarios are congressional action and qualify as the legislative branch
asserting its agenda.
The Branches Differ in Perspective and Approach
Congress has a different perspective and approach than the executive branch.
DOD and Congress are generally unable to operate and see issues and policies in the
same way. Congress is a large, decentralized, deliberative body that must build consensus
to achieve action.309 As such, Congress usually operates incrementally, with a near-term
focus and a limited scope. As a senior congressional staff member argued, “Members are
absolutely short-sighted in every way. There is no way that a member is thinking about
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long-term costs in any of these things. They’re solely focused on the two-year election
cycle.”310 Furthermore, as discussed above, Members of Congress have far fewer
resources and expertise at their disposal than the executive branch. Finally, when
Congress extends benefits to service members, legislators believe they are helping these
beneficiaries. Aiding service members is often the foremost, and sometimes only, policy
concern, whereas the DOD is usually also concerned with other factors such as
generating manpower.
On the other hand, agents of the executive branch serve one overarching vision,
the president’s policy initiatives. The Department of Defense, despite being a
bureaucracy, is hierarchical and can operate in a more unified and swift fashion than the
legislature.311 Because DOD manages the programs and their budgets, the greatest
programmatic expertise resides within the Department, and the DOD possesses the
information necessary to make informed policy decisions.
To elaborate further on the congressional perspective, this section conveys
insights from the interviews regarding the legislative branch’s limitations on technical
expertise in military compensation. Congress accomplished tremendous change in the
composition of military pay and benefits in the 2000s. Yet, according to the interviews,
legislators were not always aware that a gradual shift was occurring from immediate cash
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compensation to deferred and in-kind benefits and often did not appreciate the impacts
their legislation has on the larger manpower system. Respondents shared that most
members of Congress have a basic knowledge of the issues but deferred to the legislators
that operated as subject matter experts in this area. Interviewees explained that
compensation theory and detailed manpower analysis usually do not influence legislators
when they make decisions to increase pay and benefits. Such technical expertise is not
common among lawmakers. The legislative branch is not organized or resourced to
possess great information and expertise. Instead it is designed to represent citizens’
perspectives on wide-ranging issues. One interviewee who spoke of limited staff
resources explained that defense committee staffs working a particular portfolio such as
military personnel policy are “two-deep if you count both parties, and [they] can’t
possibly out-staff the Pentagon.”312 From the committee staffs’ perspective, “it can be
frustrating—the limitations of your time and energy and your authority as a staff member
to do what’s really needed. …[M]ost of the info you get has to come through DOD,
which is trying its best not to tell you the full story.”313
To summarize, Congress and the DOD are inherently different actors. They have
dissimilar perspectives, are unable to operate in the same manner, approach policy
problems differently, and do not appreciate policy implications in the same way. For
example, when considering TFL, Congress viewed the benefit as necessary despite its
costs. As stated in the Clinton Administration’s formal objections, the executive preferred
to refrain from such an expensive obligation. This difference in opinion continues to be
312
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true today. DOD for years has warned of compensation costs being unsustainable, yet
some in Congress remain skeptical of such warnings and argue that DOD does not clearly
portray the true cost growth.314 Consequently, Congress often rejects DOD’s cost-saving
proposals. Two widely dissimilar actors with complementary, if not equal, power to make
military personnel policy will naturally arrive at different end states.
Summary
This chapter brings together the dissertation’s analysis to address the literature’s
argument that Congress has minimal influence in national security outside of structural
policymaking and indirect actions. While much of the literature remains relevant and
accurately conveys Congress as a secondary player in some circumstances, in military
personnel matters Congress commands the pace and form of policymaking. Here,
Congress is proactive, prolific, and prescriptive, which often yields military entitlements
with important effects for strategic defense policies.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

The evidence demonstrates that Congress proactively pursued its own policy
agenda when it mandated and later protected TFL, a military entitlement. Obviously, the
legislature is meant to pass laws, but the particulars of this case are important for three
reasons. First, when Congress legislated, it disregarded the executive’s official objections
regarding the cost and prematurity of the program. It later upheld the policy of free
lifetime health care despite the executive’s attempts to introduce an annual premium for
TFL. Such action does not match the deference, abdication, ambivalence, and other
passive behaviors scholars commonly use to describe the legislative branch.
Second, TFL is a military entitlement, which intensifies its significant impacts.
Also, because the policy is an entitlement, Congress will remain in control of its future.
The numerous military entitlements that exist today are characteristic of Congress’
prolific and prescriptive legislative style in military personnel policymaking. In fact,
Congress intentionally uses the tactic of writing detailed policies into law in order to take
control from the executive.
Third, TFL is an expensive deferred benefit without great ability to generate
manpower and with mandatory spending that causes budgetary trade-offs within the
defense budget. The effects of this program will continue to have an effect on the
military’s compensation system and defense budget for decades. The many strategic
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implications of this legislation demonstrate the real but underappreciated effect of
congressional influence in defense policymaking.
In the next section, this chapter will explain in greater detail the contributions to
the Congress and national security field. It then closes with a discussion on military
compensation reform, which defense leaders and think tanks have frequently called for
and have been unable to persuade Congress to tackle. This section includes a summary of
proposals for making TFL more affordable. These proposals have gotten a very poor
reception in Congress, which is unsurprising given what this dissertation conveyed about
Congress’ position and actions over the last 15 years. Finally, this dissertation contributes
to public policy a more accurate and nuanced interpretation of Congress’ involvement in
defense policymaking. With this information, practitioners will have a better
understanding of how to work with Congress on policy changes within military
compensation.
Contributions to the Academic Field
Within the field of Congress and national security, many scholars agree that the
legislative branch does not exercise its constitutional authority in national security
policymaking. Instead, it often yields to the president, particularly in military operations
or matters of strategic importance. The literature generally contends that legislators are
active mostly in structural policy, like weapons procurement, because of their interests in
parochial matters and role in the appropriations process (i.e. earmarks). Furthermore,
Congress has had most success with indirect methods of participation, such as swaying
public opinion, rather than the more authoritative direct method of substantive legislation.
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However, this dissertation demonstrates the gaps in this body of literature and offers a
more comprehensive view of Congress’ involvement in defense policymaking.
First, existing research on the sharing of national security powers between the
legislative and executive branches typically focuses on the use of force. Rarely does the
literature examine more routine defense policy, and when it does, it appears to focus
mostly on weapons acquisition and occasionally on military facilities. There is a dearth of
scholarship on Congress’ actions within military compensation policy. Military personnel
issues are an area in which Congress passes significant substantive laws each year.
Legislators do more than take strong direct action in this area; they exercise tight control
over these policies. By adding this research to the body of scholarship on Congress and
national security, this dissertation recognizes some of the strongest evidence of
congressional action in national security policymaking and enables a more complete
understanding of congressional influence.
Additionally, scholars have concluded that much of the control that Congress has
reclaimed since the 1970s has been via indirect methods of action. However, the
literature does not study the legislature’s use of laws to require particular pay levels or
benefits for military personnel. “Military entitlements,” a concept this dissertation
suggests be incorporated into the academic field, are strong uses of direct action with
important long-term effects on broader defense policies. By designing a policy as a
military entitlement, Congress takes the program out of the hands of the executive
branch. As this research has shown, Congress also frequently denies or expressly
prohibits the executive’s budget and policy requests. Such direct participation, whether
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military entitlements or action to prohibit the executive’s plans, does not conform to the
literature’s suggestion that Congress relies mostly on indirect methods to merely sway
national security policy.
Third, the literature notes the cross-influence of structural, strategic, and crisis
policies but rarely studies the outcomes when decisions in one policy type impact another
type. Given that Congress is considered more effective at making structural policies than
strategic and crisis policies, a study of congressional influence should consider the
second-order effects of legislative action on strategic policy. This dissertation finds that
Congress influences to some degree strategic policy through military entitlements, albeit
inadvertently and indirectly.
In closing, this dissertation examines some of the most influential forms of actual
congressional power and provides a comprehensive, nuanced description of the
legislative branch’s participation in defense policymaking.
Contributions to Public Policy
This dissertation opened with a description of a current policy dilemma in
national security. With the piecemeal and untargeted expansion of military compensation
in the 2000s, the military personnel accounts have experienced significant cost growth
that some argue have forced a reduction in manpower levels and consequently a decrease
in US military capabilities.315 Prominent analysts have said that taking national security
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off this path “will require a nearly unprecedented level of partnership and trust between
the White House, Congress and DOD’s civilian and military leadership.”316
This dissertation contributes to public policy by preparing policymakers for the
working relationship described above. Identifying the full extent of Congress’
involvement in this policy area, an often underappreciated factor, will be critical to
ongoing attempts to reform military compensation. To aid policymakers and thought
leaders outside the legislative branch in their collaboration with Congress, this
dissertation presents critical information about Congress’ methods of making policy and
style of interaction with the executive. In doing so, this dissertation illuminates the
reasons why it is so difficult to restrict military compensation and curtail the growth in its
expenditures.
There are currently very few proposals for reforming TRICARE-for-Life or
Medicare-eligible military retiree health care. They are generally limited to adjustments
in cost-sharing, a tweak to the program rather than a fundamental overhaul of the benefit.
The Defense Department has repeatedly proposed an annual enrollment fee or premium
for TFL, which has been echoed by some think tanks.317 As stated earlier, Congress
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unambiguously rejected the suggestion of a TFL enrollment premium. Receiving less
attention in the military healthcare debate, the National Commission on Fiscal
Responsibility and Reform and CBO have suggested the introduction of out-of-pocket
fees in TFL. In this scenario, beneficiaries would be fully responsible for the first portion
of their cost-sharing liability and part of the next portion spent.318 Not to be overlooked,
there are numerous alternatives proposed to the other areas of the military healthcare
benefit, but such proposals often do not include reforms for TFL specifically.319
The lack of proposals to replace or adjust TRICARE-for-Life to achieve a more
cost-effective benefit is not surprising. Reform is immensely challenging. First, as Rittel
and Weber explained, social or policy problems are “wicked problems” that are difficult
to solve for numerous reasons. For example, there is “no opportunity to learn by trialand-error, every attempt counts significantly. …every implemented solution is
consequential. It leaves ‘traces’ that cannot be undone.”320 One reason compensation
reform is so challenging and the Defense Department is so averse to taking policy risks in
this area is that the effects of a poor policy can be debilitating to force structure. It has
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been estimated that without lateral entry, the military’s closed labor market could take an
entire generation to overcome a recruiting or retention debacle.321
Additionally, Rittel and Weber remind us that policymakers have “no right to be
wrong.”322 The consequences of a poor policy decision will matter immensely not only to
the policy and its programmatic effects, but also to the individuals who are touched by
the program. Medicare-eligible military retirees have come to depend on TRICARE-forLife.
Similarly, the dependence on this benefit has created an entrenched status quo and
interest groups that are committed to retaining it. As Kingdon explains, “Once a
government program is established, the clientele it benefits organizes into an impressive
collection of interest groups whose major purpose is to protect the program from which
they draw their subsistence.”323 This is especially true of military entitlements and quasientitlements that indefinitely obligate the government to provide a benefit. Again, these
programs have become virtually sacrosanct, and to reduce military benefits, particularly
while troops are deployed in military operations, would be extremely challenging
politically. TRICARE-for-Life, specifically, is widely viewed as untouchable; this hardwon benefit for senior citizens is seen as rectifying a slight that lasted several decades too
long.
Ideally, any efforts to make pay and benefits more effective in fulfilling
manpower needs, more valuable to service members, and more affordable to the DOD
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should be designed comprehensively and undertaken systematically. Since much of the
expansion in compensation is a result of congressional action and because military
entitlements cannot be altered without amending the underlying program law, Congress
has and will continue to play an important part in this public policy area. Because of
Congress’s institutional characteristics, its approach to policymaking is necessarily
consensus driven. It slowly takes action in small, discrete steps and builds agreement
from the bottom up.324 Furthermore, members of Congress, with the exception of certain
subject-matter-expert lawmakers, have a limited understanding of the nuances of
compensation policy. Finally, members of Congress have far fewer resources available to
them and their staffs than program managers and officials within the executive branch,
who interviewees note are not always forthcoming with information. Therefore,
comprehensive reform based on a long-term perspective is difficult.
Nevertheless, Congress has equal constitutional power to the executive and has
responsibility for raising and supporting military forces. In practice, Congress often leads
in military personnel compensation issues and feels a sense of ownership over military
personnel matters. If the executive is to limit escalating costs and invest more resources
in the most constructive and efficient benefit types, it must effectively engage Congress
to do so. Only legislators can affect the course of military entitlements.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW DATES AND LOCATIONS

Table 6 Interview Dates and Locations

Participant
Respondent)1
Respondent)2
Respondent)3
Respondent)4
Respondent)5
Respondent)6
Respondent)7
Respondent)8
Respondent)9
Respondent)10
Respondent)11
Respondent)12
Respondent)13
Respondent)14
Respondent)15
Respondent)16
Respondent)17
Respondent)18
Respondent)19
Respondent)20
Respondent)21
Respondent)22
Respondent)23
Respondent)24

Date
4/2/14
2/27/14
4/29/14
5/9/14
5/15/14
6/16/14
1/8/15
3/10/14
4/11/14
2/27/14
7/17/14
3/20/14
4/17/14
3/20/15
7/3/14
6/30/14
4/24/14
3/13/14
6/19/14
4/4/14
3/5/14
4/17/14
9/3/14
1/12/15

Location
Washington,)D.C.
Washington,)D.C.
Arlington,)VA
Alexandria,)VA
Arlington,)VA
Washington,)D.C.
Telephone
Arlington,)VA
Arlington,)VA
Washington,)D.C.
Arlington,)VA
Washington,)D.C.
Telephone
Telephone
Washington,)D.C.
Washington,)D.C.
Arlington,)VA
Washington,)D.C.
Arlington,)VA
Alexandria,)VA
Washington,)D.C.
Telephone
Arlington,)VA
Washington,)D.C.
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APPENDIX B: STATEMENT OF INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS

From November 2013 to December 2015, I worked on the staff of the Military
Compensation and Retirement Modernization Commission (MCRMC) as the Deputy
Associate Director of Health Benefits. In this capacity, I collaborated with other staff and
served Commissioners in analyzing the effectiveness and efficiency of the military’s
healthcare system and the health benefit provided to service members, retirees, and their
families. I developed findings, recommended policy alternatives to Commissioners, and
drafted portions of the Commission’s Final Report and legislative proposals.
The scope of the MCRMC analysis and policy recommendations relating to health
care was three-fold: (1) the health benefit provided to currently serving military members
(both the active and reserve components), retirees not yet eligible for Medicare, and their
dependents; (2) the operation and readiness of the military medical system, including its
deployed activities, facilities, and personnel; and (3) the integration and redundancy of
corresponding DOD and VA health care programs, including facilities and electronic
health records.325 In contrast, the focus of my dissertation was the creation of the
TRICARE-for-Life policy and the role of Congress in developing and protecting it amidst

325

For the findings and recommendations relating to the health benefit for the military
force, see Recommendation 6 of the MCRMC Final Report. For the findings and
recommendations relating to medical readiness, see Recommendation 5. For the findings
and recommendations relating to DOD-VA collaboration, see Recommendation 8.
Military Compensation and Retirement Modernization Commission, “Final Report.”
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inter-branch policymaking dynamics. The Commission did not develop findings,
recommendations, or legislative proposals on the TRICARE-for-Life policy or the
healthcare needs or benefits provided to Medicare-eligible retirees; nor did it analyze the
relationship and interaction between the legislative and executive branches. In short,
there was no meaningful overlap in the subjects I analyzed for the Commission and my
dissertation.
The work I performed for the Commission and the research I conducted for my
dissertation were separate and distinct. While my understanding of the military
healthcare system and benefits was improved through my work on the Commission, I did
not rely on my MCRMC research or the research of other Commission staff for my
dissertation analysis. In fact, I conducted much of the dissertation research prior to
joining the Commission’s staff. In the few places where I drew upon the Commission
staff’s analysis and findings for the dissertation, I cited the Commission’s Final Report
and Interim Report in accordance with the Chicago Manual of Style. Such references to
MCRMC analysis are limited to total military compensation costs or the health benefit
available to all DOD beneficiaries, not TFL recipients specifically.
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